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B & M Staff And Vinalhaven Committee
Working Out Island Fish Problems
'L:

Photo bv McKeon
Members ol the Vinalhaven Development Association meeting with Burnham and Morrill Company
officials are, from (he left, seated: Hollis Burgess, Sr., Vinalhaven plant manager; Lucy Skoog, industrial
committee secretary; Bessie Geary, chairman ol the industrial committee; and Arthur Wood, director
of the industrial division of the state who sat in on the meeting. Standing, left to right, are: Herbert
Rose, company general superintendent; Ambrose A. Peterson, a member of the industrial committee;
and Dougald MacDonald, vice president of the company.
Burnham and Morrill Company
representatives will meet with
their Vinalhaven employees, fishermen and interested townspeople

straighten out the difficulties in
the operation of the Burnham and
■ Morrill Vinalhaven plants,
[ Both A Everett Libby, presi-

eral Superintendent Herbert Rose
and Vice President Dougald Mac
Donald, both explained to the
group that the Vinalhaven plant
has continually lost money over
a period of years, although not
every year, even though the labor
wage scale was considerably low
er on the island than in their Port
land plant.
We can pack fish cheaper in
Portland and because of price
| competition we were forced to.

at the island community some dent of the association, and Bessie
time in the near future, it was an-| Gearyt chairman ol the industrial
nounced at a meeting of the com- committee, expressed the feelings
pany officials and members of the Of
island company employees
Vinalhaven Development Assioca- ancj fishermen and urged some
tion in Rockland Thursday.
• sort of a contracting basis by the
The B&M officials agreed to the B&M company that would provide
meeting with the fishermen and th fishermen with some .security
employees during a two hour in price scales and marketing
morning?—•dif*oussit>u Ueld
the quantities in supplying their fish. Rose told the group.
Thorndike Hotel .
Also present was Arthur Wood,
Contracting ahead of time for
price rate
The Thursday meeting was re director of indusrial development ' f|Mj, quantities and a
quested by the development as- for the state.
was possible but both parties adsociation and
was agreed toby 1 The two company officials
from mitted the problems
would be
the company
in an effort to the Portland headquarters, Gen(Continued on Page 81x»

SAMPSON’S

OUTER PARK STREET

U. S. NO.

1

ROCKLAND

Due to an oversight of The Courier-Gazette's com
position department, the prices on Chuck Roast, Round
Roast and Bake-Rite in the Thursday, January 26, edi

tion were in error.

Corrected prices are herewith pre

sented together with the apologies of this paper.

CHUCK ROAST
PORK LOIN
SKINLESS

FRANKS

HVY. WESTERN
BEEF. BONE IN.
ARMOUR'S
and SWIFT'S

Ib. 25c

I BACON

Ib. 23c

I HAMS

ib. 23c

SLICED
A PIECES

„CNDS

WHOLE DR
FACE PORTION

Ib. 15c
Ib. 43c

TOP ROUND
BOTTOM ROUND
FACE RUMP

ROUND ROAST
BAKE-RITE 3 Ib. can 69c
doz. 45c
EGGS
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

LARGE

(UNGRADED)

PEAS

COFFEE

TENDER
HOSTESS

BKAX

4 cans 49c| LUNCHEON MEAT can 29c

Ib. 69c|

LARD

PIK

ARMOUR'S

CHICKEN can 29c

2 Er 29c

WANED SHEET

BABY JUICE BRAND

TANGERINES

ONE

2 doz

PROPOSED ISLAND FERRIES GIVE

PROBLEM TO CITY PORT DISTRICT;

McLOON

extends wharf tenancy

VERY HEAVY

10fd

>7.50 per year
>3.76 six months
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A. C. McLoon & Co. To Present Highway
-

-

Safety Promotion In The Courier-Gazette
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Issue

The City of Roekland and the available in the next federal bud
owners of Me Loon’s Wharf where get.
the Vinalhaven. North Haven and
Meanwhile, island people are
Matinicus island pas»senger boats moving strongly for ferries to
dock have reached an agreement serve Vinalhaven and North Ha
whereby the. city tenaey of the ven in place of the 65 foot diesel
pier will continue for three month boats in use for several years
periods renewable as long as both past.
parties agree.
Prom all appearances at this
The city’s lea.se on the proper time, a bill to provide two 110
ty built by A. C. McLoon during foot steel ferries to serve the
World War 2 to accommodate the islands will be presented to leg
bay boabs when the government islature which will be in session
took over Tillson wharf, expired a year from now.
last August. Annual rental is
Doubtless, the ferries, which
$1500.
would have accommodations for
Crowded conditions at the wharf I both passenger cars and trucks,
five or more years ago resulted will come under the State High
in a move to provide a wharf way Commission as an extension
large enough to accommodate the of the state’s highway system.
three boat lines using the pier,
As was the case with the Jonesplus other waterborne traffic en port to Beals Island Bridge in
tering the city. The result was the last legislature, the issue will
formation of the Rockland Port probably go to a state referendum
District.
after the close of the 1957 term
The Rockland
Port District of legislature. While legislators
holds an option on waterfront land would not obligate the state for
and piers owned by M. B. & C. O. the funds necessary for the bridge
Perry just east of Main street the people of the state voted fav
Copies of promotional pieces to be published in The Courier-Gazette the next three weeks are dis
played by the group above. From left to right are: John H. McLoon and Albert C. McLoon of A. C.
and north
of Schofield-White orably upon the referendum.
Park.
If ferries should be approved, McLoon and Co., sponsors of the campaign; Brian Jewett, chairman of the Governor's Committee on
Highway Safety; (apt. John DeWinter, head of the Maine State Police Highway Safety Division, and
Work has been delayed on new then would come the problem of ; Adam Half, of Shell Oil Company.
Photo by Cullen
piers and facilities ashore until docking them in Rockland. They .
A. C. McLoon & Co., will pre edge of highway safety regula- j Also. Chiefs of Police Bernard
such time as a harbor dredging would require facilities some-1
sent next week and pre two suc- tions and practices.
| Thompson, John Rainfrette and
project, now before Congress, is what different than those now’ ;
| cesslve weeks as novel and effectTo open the three week safety; George Shaw of Rockland, Cam
approved and which would pro planned by the Rockland Port
, ive. a series of presentations on campaign, Albert C. McLoon and den and Thomaston respectively
vide. sufficient water depth in District to serve the island boats
i behalf of highw-ay safety as has John H. McLoon of the sponsor-1 and Knox County Sheriff Willard
Lermonds Cove to accommodate now’ operating. How’ever, water
i been placed before the people of ing firm were hosts Wednesday Pease.
island boats properly.
depths planned in Lermonds Cove
; Maine.
noon to 50 people of the area con
Town and city manager*, town
The Rockland
Port District under the federal dredging pro
The presentations will be made cerned with highway safety at a and city officials, school princi
five years ago was granted an ap ject might be adequate to serve
in The Courier-Gazette starting luncheon at the Thorndike Hotel. pals
and instructors in high
propriation of $52,900 by the ferries of the size the island folks
next Tuesday While prepared by
Present to help open the cam school driver training courses at
Maine legislature to which was seek.
Shell Oil Company and sponsored paign were: Capt. John DeWinter tended as well as members of the
added last term an additional
Originally, island people talked
by the Shell sales department of head of the Safety Division of the press and radio, all interested In
$50,000. The funds were granted of a single ferry which would
A. C. McLoon & Co., there is little Maine State Police; Levi Flint of highway safety programs.
on a plan by which the city w’ould j serve both islands with landings
if any advertising of the product Rockland, chief of motor vehicle
Tht group was addressed by
match state funds dollar for dol- being made in North Haven Thorof the sponsors.
examiners for the Secretary of John McLoon wiho explained the
k»r.
ofare on both the North Haven
The advertisements will be sev- State; Lieut. Henry P. McCabe of safety promotion program and
The Senate in Washington has! and Vinalhaven shores. In North
I en columns in width by a full Troop D Maine State Police; how his company came to ad
approved an
appropriation of 1 Haven, the dock would be at the
i page in depth and will be a series Brian Jewett of Bath, chairman vance the cause in this area.
$700.(XX) for the dredging of Rock-1 community’s doorstep. The Vinal
| of tests which drivers can give of the Governor’s Committee on
McLoon was followed by Adam
land Harbor by the Corps of haven dock would be some nine
| themselves in their own homes. Highway Safety; David Nichols of
Kalf of the Shell Oil Company
Army Engineers. The approval j miles from the tow’n.
! The tests w’ill include those to de- the Executive Council and Rev.
who displayed the six driver
was given in the closing days of j Thinking of the group, after i termine reflexes, eyesight, knowl
George H. Wood of Rockland.
safety tests which are to be pub
Congress last year. The time was * discussions with officials in Au
lished in The Courier-Gazette In
so short that it was not possible | gusta. has brought out the two
the coming weeks. He was assist
for the House to act. It is expect ferry plan, with piers in both SCHOOL HOUSING PROBLEM MAY
ed by Joseph Coakley. Shell tales
ed that action will be taken by ; towns. which would entail a cost
manager for McLoon.
that body shortly w ith the possi- j roughly estimated at one and one COME TO A HEAD IN SESSION OF
bility that the funds will be made • quarter million dollars.
Mr. Jewett spoke on the work
CITY BOARDS MONDAY EVENING
of the Governor's Committee on
The City Council and School i some members of the School Highway Safety which he heads.
HIGH SCHOOL TUITION COSTS
Board may be headed for a diffi-1 Board object to the reactivation of He lauded the McLoons for tak
cult session Monday evening as, Purchase Street School but have ing the step in promoting good
AND STATE SUBSIDY LOSS MAY
they meet to discuss school hous gone along with others to present driving practices and stated that
ing problems once more.
a united front. On the other hand, he was to recommend that John
UP OWLS HEAD TAXES SHARPLY
At a recent meeting of the the Council is reported as having MvLoon be appointed to the Gov
Owls Head taxpayers may ex ment to each $650. raised in town School Board a delegation of some
taken a stand that the costs of ernor's Committee by Governor
pect an increase in their tax rate of the increase as the town has a 35 parents of North School chil rebuilding the older school are Muskle In recognition of the camof between five and seven mills meeting
dren appeared and objected to all that they can justly burden pa ign
The increased costs now pic the announced plan of the Board taxpayers with in the next five
(Continued on Page Three)
this year, according to First Se
tured could raise the tax rate as Ii and Council to rebuild Purchase years.
lectman Avard Walker.
Walker, speaking following a much as 10 mills, but new con j Street School for use in the fall.
Included in the reported propo YOUR FAVORITE POEM
budget meeting earlier this week, struction and other items, in the | It was evident that they feared sals advanced by persons other
If I had my life to live again,
explained that an increasing num town the past year will offset ; that their children might be re than those in the two official I would have made a rule to read
ber of students from the town at from three to five mills. Walker quired to attend the old school.
groups is the construction of an some poetry and listen to some
tending Rockland High School and observed.
In the background, all is not addition to the North School. The music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of
Mr. Walker also commented calm as the announced plan to
an increase in tuition charges by
cost of space which would ac happiness—Charles Darwin.
the city will account largely for that he will not a be a candidate rebuild Purchase Street School; commodate the same number of
WINTER WINDS
for re-election to the board of se make changes in the high school pupils which could be housed in
the tax upswing.
Last year, Rockland billed Owls lectmen this year. He explained and add a small building for shop Purchase Street School might Breath not a breath, o winter
winds:
Head approximately $7,000 for that the duties of the office are classes progresses.
cost $100,000.
The placid earth reclines la
Reliable sources have it that
tuition. This year the bill will be such that he cannot carry them
(Continued on Page Three)
snowy grace;
in the vicinity of $11,000, he said. on and do justice to hiR farm and
And lo' a lovely moon reveals
employment.
The glory of her face.
Added to the increased costs is
like to ssp the waters of Round
The annual town meeting has Union Chamber
a loss of $1,200 in state school supPond and Seven Tree Pond made Breathe not a breath, o winds;
sidy funds. Walker commented been set for 7 p. m , on March 5
Retain your slumbering pose
safe for bathing on the one hand
Studying River
the while I dare
that the state’s revaluation of the at the Central School.
and not put too much undue hard
Respect a sight that wakens me
community and the method of ap
ship on local plants emptying
Pollution Problem
To awe. and silent prayer.
plication
of
local
valuations Foote President
waste into the river waters on the
Breathe not a single breath, •
Efforts to curb pollution of the other.
against student population in de
winds:
St. George River in Union by
termining subsidy payments re Of Knox Deputies
Attending the meeting were
Tonight there are no barrier*—
sulted in the heavy loss in educa
members
of
the
Union
Chamber
no bars—
Heald. Byron Clark, shairman of
Elected president of the Knox
tional grants. This item alone County Deputy Sheriffs' Associa of Commerce and local industry the ehamber'g industrial commit So let me gaze, that I may see
The
road beyond the stars!
will account for almost two mills tion at an annual supper meeting heads were made at a meeting of tee; Elmer Goff, a member of the
Jean
Langille Rutherford.
ratio of one mill of tax assess held at the Knox County Court
committee; Linwood Hilt and Ray
the representatives held last week
mond Danforth. Union selectmen,
House Wednesday evening was in Union.
and representatives of the Hillcrest
Charles M. Foote, Sr., of Rock
Robert Heald, president of the
Poultry Company and the White.
land.
Chamber, said the chamber would
Creamery Company, Inc.
Other officers elected included:
Earle Porter, of Rockland, secre
The Hillcrest company will con
duct a survey on the feasibility of |
tary and Philip Lonn of Union,
SATURDAY MATINEE
installing a filtration system to
treasurer.
Now Cook a Meal
purify their waste.
A short talk on legal procedure
1.30
for law enforcement officers was
Their waste empties into a
- NOW for Just
given by Municipal Court Judge
small brook that feeds into the St.
SPECIAL
FREE GAS INSTALLATION
3 Cents.. .With
Alfred Strout.
Georges river. The river runs
through
both
Round
Pond
and
SERVKL
KIDDIE SHOW
Seven Tree Pond.
No Deposif
NAH
The Maine Water Betterment
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
(IH-BJ)
Regulating
Committee has recommended af
_&
INff'd l*t Ml HDOI'I SUSIOPHOWIf soane
ter tests, that the amount of pol
or Tanks
Roy Rogers
lution be cut down.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
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C
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WE HAVE DISCONTINUED
PLANE RESERVATIONS
Due To Other Interests
We wish to thank all onr
clients we have had the plea
sure of serving in the past.

STATE NEWS COMPANY

Albert E. MacPhail
MS HAIN ST.

TKU '

Give Women
Driver Awards
women backseat

drivers?

Here is an invitation for them
to sit up front and toot their own
horn.
The National Safety Council an- nounced today that nominations
are

sought

for

the

Figure Skating Classes Prove Popular

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Shell Oil To

Are

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions J7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

EDITORIAL

SENSATIONAL LESSONS IN SAFE DRIVING

Lane Awards for Traffic Safety,
administered by
the Council
through grant of the Shell Oil Co.
The awards, which recognize
the achievements of women in
the field of traffic accident pre
vention. are open to American
women and to women’s and par
ents' groups. Now in the fifth
year, they have revealed the im
portant traffic safety support
work being carried out by wom
en, according to the Council.
The awards are named for
Carol Lane, women's travel di
rector of Shell. The first three
winners in both the individual and
club categories will receive a
bronze sculpture and $1,000, $500
and $250 savings bonds, as well
as trips to Chicago for the Nation
al Safety Congress in October.
Entry information can be ob
tained from the National Safety
Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.

Something refreshingly new and wholly different in
Safety Education may be seen in the copy of The CourierGazette which comes out Monday night and in several sub
sequent issues.
The first in the series is a large advertisement dis
playing 12 numbers in blocks irregularly placed which you
are asked to identify, timing your reaction. It is an intrigu
ing test few can resist and the self-test tells you exactly the
kind of an automobile driver you actually are and at what
speed you can safely drive.
This will be followed by five other “Better Driving
Quiz” ads which we defy anybody to ignore. Following this
series there will be hundreds of better drivers hereabouts
because the series teaches a never-to-be-forgotten lesson in
self analysis in motor car driving.
We consider this to be the most sensational step for
ward in safety education in many a moon and we use that
word ’‘sensational’’ advisedly where ordinarily we avoid its
use.
The bringing of this amazing development in Highway
Safety to Rockland is due primarily to the vision and drive
of one man, John H. McLoon, co-operating with Shell Oil
Co. and the Automotive Safety Foundation. This is not an
advertising scheme. It is a spectacularly effective safe
driving campaign. If you look at the big ads carefully you
will find A. C. McLoon & Co. Shell Distributors and Shell
Oil Company mentioned, but both are sharply subordinated
to the chief objective of the series—Safety On the High
ways.
This series is a direct service to every man, woman and
child in this area.

Coast Guard

Auxiliary Offers
Training Course

NOT HIGH SOUNDING WORDS ALONE

Fishermen, small craft owners
and other interested parties will
be offered training in small craft
handling, and other phases of sea
study by instructors of the local
Coast Guard Auxiliary flotilla. '
commander, Stirling Morse, an
nounced at a divisional meeting
of the Auxiliary Thursday eve
ning.
Instructors will be members of
the Flotilla 103, First District, U.
S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, who
will hold their sessions every
Thursday evening at 7.30 at the
Farnsworth
Museum,
starting
Feb. 2.
Coast Guard training facilities
will be employed in the courses
with the use of film, slides and ,
manuals. Small craft owners of
the area are urged to attend.
Commander Morse said at the
meeting that the courses will be
offered in an effort to eliminate
the danger on the water of inex- I
perienced boat operators. He said ■
he hoped all interested parties
would attend regardless of exper
ience, however.
Three
provisional
members
took membership
qualification
examinations during the meeting
They were Merrill Haskins of
Rockport; Richard S. Burnett and
Maurice McKusic both of Rock
land.
The examinations included pi
loting. seamanship, history and |
organization,
communications. 1
first aid and internal combustion
engines.
Division officers present were:
Captain William Wilson of Bucks
port; Supervisor of Training, Ho
race Brown of Bangor; Vice Cap
tain Howard G. Page of Thomas
ton and Training Officer Percy
Young.
Officers of the local flotilla pre
sent were. Morse, Frank Elliot,
vice commander and William G.
Butman, training officer.

In 1955 20.000 communities in the United States and 139
countries around the globe united in observance of the
World Day of Prayer. The world services begin in the
Tonga States where Queen Salota leads her devout subjects
in prayer, and continue through the day, closing with the
observance in St. Lawrence Island, Alaska.
On Feb. 17, 1956 the World Day of Prayer will again
be observed with Christians from the far corners uniting in
this great day of prayer for the welfare of this threatened
world of ours. Still greater adherence this year than ever
before is anticipated, with practically all denominations
participating, for the World Day of Prayer is truly inter
national, interdenominational and interracial.
In all corners of the United States devoted groups
will meet in prayer, with the Rockland meeting Friday af
ternoon, Fob. 17, at Piatt Memorial Methodist Church un
der leadership of Mrs. Lena Stevens. All faiths and races
will be most welcome, the theme being “One Flesh, One
Shepherd.”
The offerings at all services are used in interdenomina
tional programs, at home and overseas, which would not
be otherwise possible.

POINTS TO BETTER LOCAL GOVERNMENT
A new organization is being formed throughout Maine
that should be of very general benefit. Sponsored by the
Maine Municipal Association and in general patterned after
it, the new group is a county organization composed of all
municipal officers, town clerks, etc., designed to bring
closer co-operation on the town and county level than can
possibly be obtained in the State meetings. Washington
County has already organized and Knox County is in the
process of organization.
This closer understanding of town and county problems
with frequent meetings to which State officials and other
county speakers could he invited should be a real boon to
local good government.

THE THOMASTON CONFERENCE PLAN
Thomaston is putting into active practice the interest
ing experiment of making possible conferences between
parents and teachers one afternoon at the end of each
ranking period. This will promote closer relations be
tween parents and teachers at a time when it is important
that they be in close contact. The result should be a
much better co-operation between parents and teachers
and a general improvement in the scholastic standing of
the schools.
The idea is by no means new, but it is none the less
effective. Back in the 1920s the Parent-Teacher groups
were gradually coming into existence and their basic
thought was then to provid. closer contact between parents
and teachers for the benefit of the pupils.
The Thomaston plan has the great advantage of of
fering an afternoon for the meetings of parents and teach
ers, thanks to the utilization of one session on these special
days. The plan should be excellent fruit.

Chief Inspector

Flint Speaking To

My fingers and toes were
How I miss snowshoe ing. Here
we are in the middle of a rather nuniib—my nose felt like a stick
unseasonable Maine January and and my joints refused to bend but
I kept my eyes and ears alert for
there isn't snow enough to make
the least sound that a partridge
a decent reading of the little plea might make.
surable idiosyncrasies
of our
Thirty yards in front of me was
wildlife as they go about to hunt,
a deep bank of snow already
play or just wander around the
marked with several round holes
countryside.
—the bed chambers of other
The lack of snow changes the
Photo by McKeon
nights such as this; so I stuck to
Over 125 youthful skaters went through various figure skating fundamentals Thursday at the second
expected and prepared-for pattern
my chilly hideout.
meeting of the new figure skating classes organized by the City Recreation Director, Edward Ericson
of life too, among much of our
As the last yellow rays of the at the Thomaston Street skating rink. Some of the different age groups practicing one leg balance are.
wildlife.
-tting sun cast long,
stringy »«>"> the left: Gary damage. 6; Linda Baudanza, 5; Alan Kune.h, 8; Margaret Black,11 an,I Mildred
Think of the resourceful part
Staples, 14. Ericson broke the skaters into small groups and made an effort to run each group through
turn and s(op
The next meeting of the class will be Monday at 3.15 p. in. The classes will
ridge—he rarely takes to the buds shadows of nearbyblackberry
of yellow Ibirch and alder from vines obliquely across the mound meet every Monday and Wednesday afternoon at that time,’ ice conditions permitting.
of snow a partridge glided into--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------choice, but finds and feeds on I
cents in toll fees above the
them almost exclusively when the upper limbs of a maple al- back in the morning for the rest Chamber Chat
state gas tax for fuel used an its
most
over
my
hiding
place.
o
f
the
story.
snows cover his more desirable
only safe and adequate highways.
By Ralph Bartlett
In a few seconds he was joined
Each partridge had flown bcfoods. And on such winters as
How few toll roads and how many
bv
two
others
and
there
was
the
f
ore
j
arrived
and
was
likely
budthis who knows but he may sleep
I remember Carl Moran, once
free roads we can build, must be
cold on some woodland roost, in usual interval of silent appraisal jing jn the birches as I came over reading a letter I had written, sayour goal. Small profit margins will
of
the
countryside
for
possible
the
crown
of
the
hill,
stead of well protected in the
ing, ‘Its all right, Ralph, but you
^he scaje of decision in favor
j ran my hand into each hole
deep silence of a drifted snow dangers.
have hidden a swell idea in a of one state over another for *he
I
moved
only
my
eyes
in
the
where
the
birds
had
slept.
The
, bank like an eskimo in his buried
mass of superfluous verbiage.” sites of expanding industry.
! igloo.
celerity of a ponderous draw- sleeping compartment was slightCarl was right as rain. Few peoThus Mid-Coast legislators must
After I discovered that part- bridge and I wondered if they I ]y to one side of the original
pie are interested in anything but demand immediate action on
opening and its outermost wall a
■ ridges slept in snow banks not so were frozen in their sockets.
the point of a discussion or a Route 1 plus good legislation
Presently one of the birds good six inches inside the snow
; many years ago, I developed a
story. I go along with that basic which will assure industry that
“yen” to observe their going to worked his way to an open branch bank. The quarters were hardly
fact, so let me try again to talk no other whole area of existing
■ bed in this manner which left no of the maple and hopped off into iargt.r than the bird's body and
about highways.
commerce will ever again be in
a p'-rfcct glide with wings fully qujte round inside, as if the parttracks for a clue.
The naked truth is, that Route 1 flicted with the fate of Mid-Coast’s
Naturally I suspected they flew spread. He made no attempt to ridge had turned numerous times
from Brunswick to Ellsworth is gg convmunitics.
' into the deep banks, but later dis-1 accelerate his speed and the to shape its inner wall. Droppings
in a disgraceful condition for
accept improved Mid-Coast
i covered that this was not the angle of his glidi • from the maple indicated the bird had scarcely
state and federal highway con- roads in part, or in full, for soft
i case, for the holes where they to the drifted snow was quite changed its position all night and
r.ecting 22 communities along 114 pedaling our mandate to legisla, submerged revealed
no wing shallow.
had slept with its head nearest
From my observation post he the
fOr a quick getaway in miies of road. Not only, does this tors for action. instead of excuses
marks at the opening.
neglected 114 miles connect 22 would make us political conspira
Nothing to do but satisfy my appeared to have his neck ex-1 case Of danger.
communities but, it is the only tors in selling our state down
I curiosity and sit at the foot . of tended—his tail wide spread and
From these rounded doorways
artery for the commerce and con- river.
Pumpkin Hill hidden and motion- , straight out behind.
were the four toed tracks of each
Both Republican and Democratic
; less for an hour before sunset on
Several feet from the bank of bird where he had made his way venien'ce for over 60 additional
a zero February afternoon and snow he folded his wings, low- to the top of the bank—each set communities along its coast side, leaders know we can not avoid a
Add to
, see the whole works.
ered his head slightly and his mo- of tracks ended abruptly in the it is of major similiar importance nationl highway crisis.
Partridge had been budding for mentum carried him deep into half circle imprint of each wings to 14 communities on its inland this natural Maine road problems,
Add our past unbusinesslike prac! weeks in the big yellow birches the snow hank slightly above short and intricately curved pri- side.
I doubt if there is another 100 tiers. The total makes highways
which grow along the valley. I half of its total heighth. I duobt marys as they beat against the
had previously timed the birds if his submergence in the soft snow fOr the first lift of a flight mile stretch of road in all Maine the major issue of the coming
and found they arrived in the snow made a hole over an inch among the birch buds and an ear- on which so many communities i state election.
must depend for growth in peace,
The unquestioned long neglect of
trees at about three in the after larger than his body.
ly breakfast.
In short order the other two
noon.
Worth every chilling moment or, security in war. This pictures Mid-Coast Route 1 gives us the
Any plans for obligation of reacting to this issue.
Usually they flew in; but a few partridges followed the first— were these two revealing trips to thp nak(‘d truth.
who lived near by walked in and each making their own hole at a Pumpkin Hill for the observation consistent progressive improve- We must elect only legislators who
of another of nature’s many won- Tn<nts are open to the failures of Will combine forces to press for
then ascended the trees to the ten- distance of several feet apart.
After they entered the snow I ders. This time to find a creature the Part. Unless we recognize the action at the next legislature. All
derest terminal buds by short-hop
noticed no other movement that who on zero nights needs not. as facts which created the situation. party affiliations .must be second
flight.
(Let me explain that the winter indicated there was any further you and I a slight adjustment of namely, poor legislation.
ary if we are to make our voice
Right now “Industrial Develop clear.
buds of a yellow birch have a dis- preparation to complete their re the thermostat, bed slippers or
. tinct checkerberrv flavor which frigerated bedrooms.
an extra quilt—-but just deep, ment” is the magic word in
For be it from me to interfere drifted snow—soft, cold, and si Maine. Take a look at your state
• could well warm the “innards”
Some folks .spend so much time
of a partridge as well as nourish with the process of intended slum- lent beneath a canopy of twink- through the eyes of a 'prospective telling others how to do things
ber or violate the sanctity of na-. ijng stars and midnight blue, to industry and you will see the need that they get nothing done themit.)
First hand knowledge of the se turps quiescent couch.
find tranquility, sweet sleep and of diverting our peoples attention selves,
Slowly and with caution—part comfort in the season that we, alcrets of the woods is rarely
toll roads to free roads. Iso
industry today can afford opera- J Nine times out of ten there is
learned among the comforts of a ly for fear of cracking at the most dreadfully, call winter.
_______
tions in a state where for ' an explanation for what seems unfamily fireside and this still, clear joints, and mostly not to disturb
For social Items In The Courier 20 years its workers and reasonable—think before passing
February afternoon was no ex my retired feathered friends. I
made my way home; but was I Gazette. Phone 770. City
trucks must pay eight to 12 judgemnet.
ception.

To

Hot Rod Club
Levi Flint, chief inspector of
motor vehicles for the State of
Maine, ■will be guest speaker at
the Monday evening meeting of
the Rockland Hot Rod Club in the
Community Building.
Flint is one of 10 on an engi
neering committee of the Amer
ican Association of Motor Vehi- i
cle Administrators. The commit
tee has sponsored radical new

RENTAL
MACHINES
Floor Sander
and Edger
Belt, Disc and

Vibrator Sanders
Floor Polisher

Wallpaper
Steamer

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
THOMAKTOX
u-w

PEOPLE RALLY AROUND
Projects of merit se< m to have the pleasant faculty of
drawing voluntary support from many unexpected sources.
For example the "Station Project” of Lady Knox Chap
ter D. A. R. received the gift of an electric stove for the
building from the Central Maine Power Co. The full board
of trustees of the Thoma-ton Cemetery have accepted the
now handsome Knox lot for perpetual care. The Knox Club
of Rockland High School is haul at work raising a fund
to help the project and tin Thomaston Lions are standing
by. ready and willing to lend a hand when the time is ripe,
either a hand filled with cash or hands filled with paint
brushes.
All this is very heartening to the ladies of the D. A. R.
Delay in occupying the building is brought about through
inability of the Maine Central Railroad to get water lines
to its new and smaller office.

safety devises on new model auto
mobiles.
Flint’s subject for the 7.30 meeting will be “Horse Power Versus
Speed,” the same topic on which
he spoke at the national conven
tion of motor vehicle inspectors.
Flint will travel through the
southwest in mid-February to
test several new lighting safety
devices.
The Hot Rod Club is made up of
a small group of Rockland area
youngsters who have dedicated
their club's puipose to safer
driving habits and driving cour
tesy. They meet at the Commun
ity Building once each week for
automotive
lectures,
busint-w
meetings and work sessions.
At the *ork sessions the mem
; bers, including
the club's two|

young female enrollees, do prac
tical work in carrying out safety
checks on each of the member’s
cars.

SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Martha Hall who has been
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Hall in Castine, has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Van Gemert of North Quincy. Maas.,
spent several days last week at
their cottage.
Burton Thompson of Staten
Island. N. Y.. visited Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Godfrey Wednesday.

Don't be backward about going
forward, but be sure to know
which direction you are going.

World’s easiest way to win $50,000
Plymouth’s 5150,000 Lucky Motor Number Sweepstakes
1st prize—$50,OX) cash. 2nd prize—all-expense
world trip for two by air, plus $5,000. 783 other
big prizes. You can win in Plymouth’s Lucky
Motor Number Sweeiwtakes—if you own a 1950
or newer model car (az.y make).

> BsM buy now; buffer frode-i«, too...

A* car

that't going place*

wi/h »h*

Young

,'a

Hoait

Here’s how: simply take proof of ownership
—your title, owner’s card or registration certifi
cate—to any Plymouth dealer and register your
motor number on the FREE entry blank. It’s

that easy. Nothing to buy.

PLYMOUTH

It’s our way of celebrating our rampaging
sales—and of introducing even more people to
our big, big deals on the one really new car of
the low-price three.
See your Plymouth dealer today for the com
plete contest rules. Your motor number may be
worth up to $50,000.

NB

Hurry 1 Register now to win $50,000

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Archers Offer
TALK OF THE TOWN
The Reorganized Ohurch of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, pas
[Social and community events tor. George Woodward, holds ser
are solicited for this calen.l ir All vices at GAR Hall, Limerock
are free and space here cannot be street. Church School 10 a. m.,
purchased. Strictly commercial
Preaching. 11 a. m. The speaker
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision for the 29th will be Bernard Hoi-1
of the editor is final.]
land from Farmington,

Instruction
The Hatchet Archery Club,
meeting each week at the Com
munity Building, has offered to
provide archery instructions for
interested boys and girs under the
age of 16
The course will be held on the
first and third Friday of each
month from 7.30 p. m. to 8.30 p. m.
and each participant will be as
sessed 15 cents for target costs.
Instructors will be the senior
club member and it is hoped that
a junior archery club will be
formed.
The first class will be held on
Friday, Feb. 3.

Feb. 1—Lafayette Auxiliary will
Percy E. Fiske, 25. of Rockland
meet at 6.30 at Odd Fellows
escaped injury Thursday after
Hall.
Feb. 2—Theta Rho Girls Club will noon when the car he was operat
meet at Odd Fellows Hall at 7 ing skidded 140 feet on the ice at j
p. m.
Union street in Camden and went j
Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks
off the road striking a telephone 1
Home at 8 p. m.
pole. Fisk, driving a 1953 Lin
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
coin ^edan owned by Russell Sta, pies of Rockland, told police that
Knox Lodge I.O.O.F. will con‘| he was approaching the center of
fer the degree of Friendship the Camden on Union street when a
evening of Jan. 30. Members of car darted out of Park street, Union C. of C.
neighboring lodges are frater across Union and onto Colcord
Lists Real Estate
nally invited to attend.
avenue in front of him. He ap- 1
plied his brakes and started to' Robert Heald, president of the
Camden police are not supersti skid. Police estimated $150 dam Union Chamber of Commerce, an
tious which was probably the rea age to the left front end, fender . nounced this week that the cham
son they were not bothered by an and hood of the vehicle.
ber has a rather unique list avail
investigation Thursday when they
able for any interested parties.
met with a multitude of
The list includes a run down of i
School Housing
vacant or available private homes
numerical “13’s” and a black
iConunuea From Pagt one)
or sections of land that might be ,
cat. Police answered a call at
The city has no surplus funds sold or rented to newcomers in
4.13 p. m. Wednesday to pick
up a stray black cat at 13 for such a project and neither has town.
School District) The chamber has acted as a
Belmont avenue. They dutifully the Rockland
carried out the request a:. 1 housed which built both North School free, non-profit agent arranging
the “omen of bad luck” overnight and South School under a state for the real etsate listings.
-------------------at the station. At 1.13 p. m. Thurs authorized bond issue which has i
day they received a call from a a $650,000 limit.
The School District has slightly McLoon To Present
woman who said she heard they
(Continued from Page One)
had a black cat and asked if she less than $10,000 of the $650,000
Capt.
of the state Po.
might have it. They complied with remaining.
However, it is legally possible i lice commented that the safety
her wishes.
for the District trustees to issue i program to be presented was one
The January meeting of the new bonds in amounts equal to j which was drawing much atten-1
Knox Evangelical Ministerial As sums paid on the principal of the i tion nationwide as the Shell
sociation will be held at 10 a. m.
| Company used 252 newspapers
Monday morning in the Littlefield about $115,000.
j across the nation to bring to the
An officer of the District’s 'i motoring public a real message I
Memorial Church. A panel dis
cission will be conducted on board of trustees said Friday that ‘, in safety and one by which they ,
‘‘What a Pastor Expects from His the trustees, while they have the 1 could test their own abilities as
Laymen and What a Layman Ex legal right, would not obligate the |I drivers.
pects from Hi.s Pastor.” The two people of the city to further in
A C. McLoon & Co., is the first
ministers who will take part in debtedness without first taking i| .shell distributor in the nation to
the first section will
Rev. the issue ot referendum.
i present the series on an area disStill further in the background | tributor basis, and could lead
Everett Pender of Friendsnip and
Chester Wyllie of Warren. The but likely to appear at any time, I' other distributors to promote the
laymen for the second half will is the issue of a new high school series in their sections, Mr. Kalf
be announced that day. Rev. which is now being talked up by !I observed.
Chester M. Staples of Rockland some.
Very much in the foreground is
will conduct the devotions.
an expected demand for an in-1 Municipal Court
Proceeds from a gala Teen crease in salaries for teachers in | Herbert Brann. 61, of Washing
Council dance and skating party the city when the School Board | ton. was found innocent of an as
planned for tonight at the Snow presents its annual budget re-} sault and battery charge when
Bowl in Camden will go toward quest to the City Council in May. j his victim failed to appear to
Expected also are requests for I
the March of Dimes it was an
prosecute at Thursday morning's
nounced at the Wednesday meet salary increases on the part of 1 Municipal Court session.
ing of the council. Last minute municipal employees other than
Brann was convicted of a sec
plans were laid by the group and teachers, especially those in the ond charge of intimidating Knox
the time has been set for 7.30 p. police and fire departments.
County Sheriff P. Willard Pease
A special committee which has
m. Ail teen-agers are invited and
on a warrant brought by Pease.
may obtain reservations through been studying the school housing He was fined $30 and $10 court
situation will report to the meet
members of the teen council.
costs. A 60 day jail sentence was
ing which is to be held in the of
suspended and the respondent
The Club of ’47 met at the home fice of the superintendent of
was placed on two years proba
of Mrs. Marion Low on Oak street schools in the former Grace
tion.
Thursday night for a social eve Street School building at 7.30 p.
Brann was released on the as
ning. Refreshments were served m., Monday.
sault and batterj’ charge which
by the hostess and assistant hos
alleged he beat Harold Kaler, a
BORN
tess, Mrs. Cynthia Wass. Those
Gilford—At Knox Hospitai, Jan. Washington business man. about
present were: Mrs. Sabra Boland. 26 to Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. the head and face on Jan. 7 when
Mrs. Lucy Smith. Mrs. Cynthia Gifford, a son.
Kaler failed to make an appear
Cook—At Friendship. Jan. 26 ance in court.
Wass, Mrs. Evelyn Lagonego,
Mrs. Lois Teel, Mis. Louise ‘o Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cook, a
Brann was arrested Monday.
laughter.
Thomas, Mrs. Joan Harlow. The
Nargesian—At Camden Commu Jan. 9. after he refused to admit
next meeting will be held at the nity Hospital, Jan. 20 to Rev. and Sheriff Pease and two deputies to
home of Mrs. Lois Teel. Lawn Mrs. Haig J. Nargesian. a daugh his home and threatened to shoot
ter—Jennifer Inez.
Avenue, Fob. 9.
the sheriff with a double barrelled
laird—At Augusta, Jan. 27. to
shotgun, according to Pease.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
P.
Lord,
The Maine Music Co., has in
Brann was charged with beat
Jr., a son — Daniel Craig.
stalled 21” color TV RCA Victor
ing Kaler in an argument over his
sets in the homes of Allan GrossDIED
tenancy in a house owned by Ka
Kcnniston—At Rockland. Jan.
man and Herman Winchenbaugh.
ler.
26,
Harry
P.
Kcnniston.
Funeral
They have orders for two more
* a a
services today at 2 p. m. from
sets when available. This is the Russell Funeral Home with Rev.
A single speeding charge was
initial bow of color TV in Rock Edward T. Barram officiating. In heard in Municipal Court Friday
land.
12*lt terment in Achorn Cemetery.
morning by Judge Alfred Strout.
Christie—At Bangor.
Jan. 26.
David P. Wellman, 19, of Rock
George L. Christie of Winter
street, age 70 years. Funeral ser port pleaded guilty to driving 50
vices Monday at 10 a. m. from miles an hour in a 25 mile zone.
Russell Funeral Home with Rev. The youth was fined $10 and $13.70
Haig J. Nargesian of Camden offi court costs.
ciating.
Rockland police were complain
Willis—At Ash Point, Jan. 27,
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
Mrs. Edna May Willis, wife of ants in the incident that occurred
Donald A. Willis, age 35 years. Thursday at Maverick street.
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON Funeral services Monday at 2 p.
from Russell Funeral Home.
Nowadays the ordinary man has
558 Main St. 22 Knox St. m.
Rockland, with Rev. Charles R. to do a lot of high-powered think
Monteith officiating. Interment in
ing just to make a plain living.
Leah Davis Brooks
Ash Point Cemetery.
Hahn—At Rockland. Jan. 26, J
Serving Knox County since 1875
60-tf
Miss Annie F. Hahn. Funeral ser- | Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
vices Sunday at 2 p. m. from Bur- I
pee Funeral Home with Rev.
Merle S. Conant officiating. Inter- | TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Lu* :■
get*..
ment in Goshen Cemetery. Waldo
1952 NASH Rambler Conv. for
boro.
sale. R&H. directional signals,
Smith—At Rockland, Jan. 25. reclining seats, economical to
Jesse W. Smith, age 83 years. run, ideal second car. Will con
Funeral services today at 2 p. m. sider trade plus cash. Call ROCK
from Burpee Funeral Home with LAND 229.
12 >14
BURPEE
Rev. Merle S. Conant officiating
In terment in Achorn Cemetery.
Funeral Home
Bradford — At Fairfield, Mrs.
Sidney Bradford, wife of Sidney
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
MILLER'S
Bradford of East Friendship.
Established 1830

DAVIS

TEI. 390
tilt LIMEROC K STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
■iii:a ■■■■*■■■■

RUSSELL

CARD OF THANKS
Wi wish to extend our thanks
and appreciation to our relatives.
nM^hbors and friends for their
many expressions of sympathy
a.iu kind deeds during our re
cent bereavement.
Calvin A. Sherman and family.
12 It

GARAGE

The Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD USED CAR
16-31 Rankin Street
34-Th*8-tl\
■ ^11 ■ *

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
14 HOl’R AMBl'LAXCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
1-tft

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Boys and Girls

Coming Events

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Between the

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

John M. Richardson

Steamer T. F. Secor, built in 1861 especially lor the Rockland, Belfast. Ellsworth run was active
during the time of which Captain Scott speaks.

Gutters
By Earl Cook
Last Thursday right the Glovers
team continued to dominate the
Internationa, League by dumping
the J. C. 36's five points. They
beat them twice in one week, but
this time it was a decisive win of
65 pins instead of the three slim
ones a week ago. P. Bartlett took
all of Glovers' honors for the night
with 108 and 299. The Jaycecs had
just one string over 100 and that
was Eastman's 102 and his 275 led
the team in that department.
In the other match. Eastern
Tire was dropped by the J. C. 21's
four points to one. The scores in
this match were exceptionally low
for the tiremen as no man hit 100
or better. Brackett and Sylvester
had 93 each for a tie in the high
single department. Sylvester had
268 for high total. Huber led the
Jaycecs with 289 for high three
but Knowlton nosed him out with
105 for high single. The closeness
of the match was decided by the
strings over 100 by the Jaycecs
! as they made four strings in fhc
100s to none for Eastern Tire,
The tire boys lost the first by 16.
won the second by six, and lost
the last by only three and the
total pintail by 1288 to 1275.

gether a complete history that
some historian has been working
VALUE OF OLD MARINE DOCUMENTS on for years
In this present day of wings and
wheels the average person is too
busy to bother with the past. Many
an abandoned farmhouse
has
#65161)
fallen to decay and when it
crashed to the ground it carried
. '/£.
V/z-•- z
with it all the trash that had ac
Z
".
/
cumulated in its attic over the
years. Its last tenants were not
interested in the bundles of old
/
papers that had yellowed and lay
covered with dust. This odd look
-/’S'.x./ »
ing contraption under the eaves
was no use to them. They just
/ ■!» »• /
' • —,
didn’t know what it was. It may
have been a cheese press, or a
t
boot jack with something carved
in it. There may be an old al
$4. f' 4?J , 4 ■ • j'/
<4
manac, ledger, Bible or even a
newspaper that would contain
some interesting and valuable
event of the past. All of this is
what the present day historian is
searching for to preserve for fu
ture generations the history of
early American life.
It would be wonderful to see an
attic searching fad sweep the
State. The present owners of old
homes would find it a fascinating
pastime and in many cases a valu
able one, by sending them to their
favorite museum or historical so
ciety. They would be appraised
for their historical value and if
found to be of value they would
Deer Isle, Maine
now established safe archives be catalogued and displayed for
January 26, 1955
where such marine documents as the use of historians and pre
Dear Steamboat Editor:
these will be preserved for pos served for future generations.
Tonight I have side-stepped terity. I feel they will add extra*
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
Steamboats
entirely which is color to your valuable collection
of steamboat historical facts.
something very unsual for me to
Obituary
Our State abounds with attics
do, but I have something else in
mind that is very important to that must contain many relies of MRS. EDNA MAY WILLIS
Mrs. Edna May Willis, 35, wife 1
me. You will find attached docu the past. In many of them I am
ments which have little intrinsic sure there are boxes of papers of Donald A. Willis of Ash Point,
value as documents, but to me and documents that are priceless died at her residence early Fri- ,
they are a precious morsel for from the historian’s point of view. day morning.
There may he old papers under
future history. You will find these
She was born Sept. 19, 1920, at1
the eaves or under single boarded
documents were signed and made
Greenbush,
Mass., daughter of
attic floors that have been undis
valid when General Grant was at
turbed because the owners today John and Bernice Savage Gamthe Battle in The Wilderness, and
didn’t think them of any value. age.
General
McClellan
fought
at
Mrs. Willis is survived by her
Perhaps they are not to them, but
Antietam. The Battle of Gettys- | ’
is those papers there may be husband, two sons, John Henry
burg, and that memorable year
D *,, »• Kearsargc
v
i I just
one item that may
to- and William Dana, both of Ash
that the Battleship
sank
J
J piece
1
Point. her father and mother,
the Alabama.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Gamage of
During these years Abraham I
BUIOK-PONTIAC Rockland, her maternal grand
Lincoln carried the burdens of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
CWWOPgIMS SOM
Civil War on his shoulders. Some j
Savage, Fogg street, Rockland;
of these documents are dated 1
seven brothers, Eliot M. Gamage
when our small brigs and barks i
of Rumford, Me.; Milton L. of
that piled along the Maine Coast
TAKE4 JUMPIN THE
Southport, Me.; Ernest S. Gam
DARK. WHEN YOU TRADE,
carried mounted guns to insure
age of Oakland. John W. Gamage
PLAY SAFE. COME OVER TO
the safety of their tiny ships to
of Bangor. Richard E. Gamage.
destination.
Bruce E. Gamage and Carlton D.
Through your efforts you have
Gamage all of Rockland, several
nieces and
nephews, several
aunts and uncles.
She was a member of Owls
Head Grange and of Forget-MeNot Chapter, OES, South Thomas
ton.
Funeral services will be held
Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the Russell Funeral Home, Rock
land. Rev. Charles M. Monteith
officiating. Interment in Ash Point
Cemetery.

CAPTAIN SCOTT SPEAKS OF

Typewriter Repairs

I

a chooung a fvnrfy mow

ment. your choice w no<
only foi your htrume, but
far generations to conic. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
rough our wide selection of Rock
ad Ages family monuments. Each
hacked hy a signed guarantee to
pau. your hew, or your descendant*.

h

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

— NOTICE —

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Knox-Llneotn-Wold. Caonties
•
S-8-tt

Articles for the Owls Head Town Warrant for the

Town Meeting in March should be in the hands of the

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc

Selectmen by Saturday, January 28.

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

AUTHOHIZIO

OtALH
___________

1

At the end of 12 weeks in the
International Lerguc all matches
have been bowled. Glovers lead
the league with 38 wins and 22
losses, and Ft. Johnson holds the
high single of 134 and high thr°c
in the league with 319. The Jaycees 21 hold down second with 31
wins and 29 losses closely follow
ed by Eastern Tire with 29 wins
and 31 losses. In last place in th?
standings are the Jaycees 36 with
22 and 38 record. However, the
Jaycees 36 hold high team single
of 491 and total of 1408.
This league could dcliiutcly be
upset by Eastern Tire if they could
keep their kingpin, Cleve Sleeper,
in there. As Cleve goes so goes the
team. He gives them that extra
lift when they need it. Glovers
have a good lead but the tiremen
man make it tough if they could
dump them a couple ol times.
The Jaycee teams both seem to
bowl their best against each other
especially the J. C. 36’s.

League. Bill’s 293 also was high
for his team, but Nick Anastasio
had 295 for high three on the
Dodges and also had 110.
In the other match. Amos Makinen stole high honors of 108 and
301 from his brother Bill, as the
CMP beat the front running Birds
Eye. Birds Eye won the first by
six pins, hit low geat in the sec
ond to lose by 66 pins. In the last
they came back to win by 36 pins
but it was not enough to offset
their bad string. Thus CMP won
the total by 24 pins and took the
match three points to two. On
the losing side, Calder had high
single of 114 and high three of
294.

So. at the end of 13 weeks in
the National League Birds Eye
holds first place with a record
of 38-22. They have high team
total of 1502 and single of 529.
Central Maine holds down sec
ond with 31-29. Their leading
bowler is Bill Makinen who holds
high three with 326. In third place
are Nelson’s Dodges with a 31-34
record and last, but far from out,
is MCRR with 23-37. Bill Legage
of the tailenders has high single
of 131.
The Park Street Motors team
ran smack into the front running
40 & 8 and dropped the match four
to one. Jimmy Alley led all bowl
ers for the night as he posted
314 and 116 for the 40 & 8 Fogarty
rolled 293 and 111 for PSM high
honors. The 40 & 8 started off with
a bang with 511 and a 55 pin
lead. The PSM got 37 back but
couM not keep going as they
dropped off to 456 and lost the lact
by 19 more pins and the total by
37. Any of their last three totals
would have been enough to take
this one, but they counldn’t get
going. However, this was also one
of the 40 & 8 lower matches.
The Shell team continued in
their slump as they dropped an
other match four to one to the
Maritime Oil team. Minus their
ace bowler, Capt. McLoon filled
in and rolled a very commend
able 303 and 122. The 122 string
was featured by a triple strike
in the last box, but it was too
late as the Shells had dropped too
far behind. Howlette had 303 also
to tie MeLoon for high three on
the Shells. Colby had 300 for the
Oilers and the other four men
were all between 286 and 289
which is good team balance.
Colby’s 114 was aTso high. The
Shells won the first by 35, dropped
the second by 17 and the last by
44 and the total by 26. By doing
this Maritime Oil goes over .500
again the Shells drop deeper down
below .500 and second place.
Thirteen weeks have gone by in
this league and 40 & 8 are way out
front. There are several post
poned matches in this league and
only one in the National League.
The 40 & 8 have a record of 37-18
and high team single of 544. Mari
time Oil is in second with 31-29
and high team total of 1540. The
Shells are in third with 23-27, PSM
bring up the tail end with 19-36.
However, F. Perry ol the PSM
has high single of 148 and high
three of 362. This is Frank Perry
not Fran Perry, his boy who
bowls for Maritime Oil.
Another week has gone into the
books and at present all is run
ning smooth. Makeup matches are
gainiajg with only a few more
loft from last half and none this
half as yet. A strange coincidence
has occurred. In looking over the
standings of the three leagues I
notice that all three second place
teams have exactly the same rec
ords of 31 wins and 29 losses.

On Sunday night Park Street
Motors and Maritime Oil tangled
In a real rough one. This Park
Street Motors team rolled their
second strong match in a row and
dumped the Oilers 1489 to 1484.
This was a match of high scores
as live men out of 10 went over
300. The PSM team picked up a
four pin lead at the end of one,
dropped 62 pins the second and
came back to take the last by 63
and the total by five pins. The
Oilers rolled 525 to 463 for the
motor crew the second and the
motor boys rolled 525 the last to
462 for the Oilers. Fogarty came
into his own for the first time this
year with 312 and 120 for honors
on the PSM, but his opponent.
Colby of Maritime Oil had 317
and 120 for their top honors. This
was a makeup match.
In the other match Sunday,
the CMP team knocked off Nel
son's Dodges four points to one to
at least temporarily halt the rush
of the Dodges, who have been
coming on as late. The Nelson
team won the first string by 17
but could not make it stand up
as they dropped the next two by
38 and 14 pins to lose the four
points. Dick Staples of the Dodges
led all bowlers with 118 and 305.
Bill Makinen held high with 303
and Capt. Hastings had 105 for the
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
CMP.
On Monday night, Nelson’s team
got back on the winning trail by
Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
beating the short handed MCRR
team five points. The total was
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
won by 76 pins and the only string
that was close was the last. Bill
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
Legage of the MCRR posted 131
First Choice Used Cars
in the last string and Nelson’s
beat them by only two splinters.
Legage’s 131 was high for the
night and the year in the National

AMMMMMWWMMMMMW
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 3-2491

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three line* Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines IS
cents for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
email words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE P AID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

night with Camden Fire Chief,
Allen Payson, the Instructor. The
next class will be held at 7 p. m.
Monday night at the E. A. Star
rett Auxiliary Hall. There still is
time for enrollment in the course
which will continue for four and
one-half weeks with classes Mon
day and Thursday nights each
week.
Subject, ‘'Thoughts of Prayer"
will be the Sunday morning ser
mon topic at the Second Congre
gational Church.
Sermon themes for Sunday at
the Baptist Church W’ill be, "A
Requirement of Hope" at 10 a. m.
and "Paul's Antiooh Experience”
at 7 p. m.
The Baptist mid-week service
Wednesday night will be held at
the parsonage.

Friendship

James Thomas Master of Aurora Lodge

HELEN FALES
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954

Warden Fred McGauflin has re
turned home from a trip to Mon
Mrs. Marion Wyllie was elected
hegan.
president of the Lady Lions for
Recent callers at the home of
the coming year at a club meet
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers were
ing held Wednesday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Mandahl of
Mrs. Evangeline Gibson at Union.
Waldoboro and Eugene H. Brown.
Other offlcers-elect are, Mrs Ann
Mrs. Carl L. Fales, Miss Helen
Stred, vice president; Mrs. Carol
L. Fales and S. E. Prior attended
Varnum, secretary; Mrs. Evan
the funeral services for William
geline Gibson, treasurer; and
Seavey in Rockland on Monday.
Mrs. Justine Morris, tail twister.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Pratt of
Tentative plans were made for
Clifton. N. J., have been visiting
the Installation and annual meet
with Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns
ing to follow a dinner at the Knox
while in town, to attend the fu
House in Thomaston, Feb. 9.
neral of Miss Alice G. Waldo.
Seventeen attended the first
FOR
Muss
Louise
Harrington
of
Red Cross first aid class held
POULTRYMEN Attention: Here
Farmington, N. H., is visiting
Tuesday at the E. A. Starrett
Is your opportunity to convert
with Rev. and Mrs. Everett Pen
Auxiliary hall with Allen Payson,
your broiler houses to hot water :
Owls Head
heat. I have three second hand
der.
Camden fire chief as instructor.
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
hot water boilers with a capacity
Miss Donna Simmons has been
Both men and women are eligible
Correspondent
of 465 It. of hot water radiation
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
to attend. Three women enrolled
Telephone
385-M1
for sale. Should be enougn for a !
Wood in Billerica, Mass.
Tuesday. The next class will be
10.000 bird house. Price $85.
.Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K. Stow
12-S-15 Monday night at 7 p. m. Plans are
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II.
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Marcoux and
Phone 1647-W.
11-tl for tw'o classes weekly for four children. Annette and Roger and ell of Bronxville. N. Y.. have been
BALED Hay for sale, cut early
Officers installed at Aurora Lodge ceremonies are, left to right: Winfield L. Chatto, treasurer;
NOT ON SALE but real bar- I at barn EEMER DOW, 270 Pleas- , and one-half weeks. Class nights Mrs. William Cameron of Water in town to attend the funeral of
Leroy A. Chatto. secretary; James I.. Thomas, worshipful master; George X. Bernier, senior warden;
gains are all the clothes, shoes, ant st Tel g79-M.
12*14! are set for Monday and Thursday ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Miss Alice G. Waldo.
Photo by McKeon
and l.loyd M. Richardson, junior warden.
skiis, skates, furniture at UP- i____________ ________ _________ _____
Miss Goldie Richards has re
Durrell of Augusta, were Sunday
TON’S THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union i 30” KELVINATOR elec, stove, each of these weeks.
den;
Winfield
L.
Chatto. treasurer;
Installed
as
worshipful
master
i
and
Rev.
George
H
Wood
with
J.
The Entered Apprentice Degree guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred turned home from Knox Hospital.
street, Camden. Why not do as «ke new, for sale; also 6 cu. ft.
and Leroy A. Chatto. secretary.
Almon Burns spent Wednesday of the Aurora Lodge. AF&AM, at | Webster Mountfort as organist,
your neighbor, look around at Westinghouse refrig, ingood.,con- will be worked Monday night at , FredettP. and Mrs. Effje Dyer
Others included: Herman R.
a special meeting at St. George
in Boston.
Upton’s first when you have to buy ditlon. TEL. CRestsvood 4-2691.
ceremonies held at the Masonic
The group were served refresh12-14
Winchenbaugh. chaplain; Clarence
something. Never know what you
Mrs. Ella J. Morton has re
Lodge, AF&AM.
Temple here Wednesday evening ments in the banquet hall follow- Bll(lcr
marshal;
Alfred
L.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
may find. We sell articles for you
DRY. Sawed, Slab Wood for
turned -home from a visit with
Ivy Chaipt r, OES, has received
at a 10% com. Open daily 10 to sale. Delivered. LELAND BOGGS,
Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Hupper Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Henderson in was James L. Thomas of
Rock- ing the installation.
Nichols, senior deacon; John H.
8. Sunday 3 to 8.
11-12 JR., Tel. CRestwood 3-2829. 12-14 an invitation from Beach Chap went to Fairfield Thursday to at
land
Elected and appointed officers Billingtou. junior deacon; MayNew Bedford, Mass.
ter of Lincolnville to visit that
FEMALE Goats for sale. Good Venetian Bllnds-Window Shades
tend the funeral services of Jean
Inata Nation
cer. monies
were installed during the evening were: nard H. Wiggin. senior steward;
chapter
the
night
of
February
1
Church
Services
milkers. Tel. THOMASTON 103-12.
Made To Fit Your Windows
ette Bradford.
Law- George X. Bernier, senior warden; John C. Benson, junior steward;
at which time Worthy Grand Ma
Rev. Everett E. Pender, pastor performed by Edward M.
10-12
All Styles and Colors
NeWR was received in this place
rence assisted by Ralph U.
Clark Llovd M. Richardson, junior war-j and London C. Jaekson. tyler.
tron,
Mrs.
Hazel
K.
Libby
of
Rich

Free
Estimates
—
Call
of
the
Advent
Christian
Church
19 INCH Console Telvision, new
Monday of the death of Jeanette
Tel. 939
mond, will be honored.
will use the following topics in
picture
tube,
for sale, $60.
Bradford, wife of Sidney Brad
UNITED
HOME
SUPPLY
CO.
O'BRIEN, 242 Limerock St., Tel.
Seventeen men and women were
next Sunday services at 10 30 a.
LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT. Mrs. Beale was the guest of her
Rockland, Me.
ford. Mrs, Bradford was formerly
875-W after 6 p. m.
10*12 379-589 Main St
daughter-in-law. Mrs. Robert
enrolled
in
the
Red
Cross
First
m.,
"What
Did
Jesus
Mean
When
Appleton
136-S-tf
Gordon Simmons of East Boothof this place. She had lived in
Beale.
HEAVY, dry slab wood for----------------------He Said—Heal the Sick?” In the
Aid Course started here Tuesday
MRS.
RUBY
CHAPLES
bay
was
a
weekend
guest
of
his
Fairfield for several years. Be
gale, sawed and delivered. CRest- j
Mr. and Mrs. Hupper of East
Happy Gospel Hour at 7 p. m.,
Correspondent
aunt. Mrs. Mertland Harrington.
sides her husband she leaves a
wood 3-3323. WILLIAM HEATH.
REBUILT
Tel. West Appleton 3-14
Friendship were Sunday callers
"Easy Believism.” The
Bible
10*15 i
LET
son.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph MacCabc of of Mr and Mrs Au}4in McPar.
JOHN DEERE MC
chapter for the Tuesday prayer
We were very sorry to learn of
Mrs. Esther Keating, Appleton Waterville were Sunday guests of land.
THREE rm. fum. or unfurn.
cr>
meeting has been selected by
apt. to let with tile bathroom, the death of Alice Waldo of the Mrs. Edith Stevens: Matthew chairman for the March of Dimes Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Brow.
& 5 ROLLER
Capt. and Mrs. Herbert Miller,
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
heat and hot water, use of auto, village. Miss Waldo has been a
wishes to remind people to send
Mrs. Norman Benner, who has Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller and
Chapter
9,
and
the
word
is
CRAWLERS
STtBVlLLI
wash. mach.
Centrally located. weekly caller at our home for
in their contributions as soon as been ill. is much improved at this daughter Patty, all of Thomaston,
Available Feb. 1. TEL. 632 for full the past three years and she will "Faith” Davy Crockett’s Famous
llades & Winches
12-S-15 information.
were callers at the home of Mr.
12-tf
Motto will be used for the Youth possible. Mrs. Keating also an writing.
be missed.
S. Pillsbury & Son
be
meeting Thursday at 7 o’clock. nounces a basketball game
WEFKI.Y WINTER SPECIAL
THREE rm. apt. to let. Hot wa
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and Mrs. Clayton Oliver Sunday.
Miss Ruth Bradford of Thomas
48” Rayon & Cotton Drapery ter, elec. refrlg., gas range.
Master Bennett Brown, who is
Mrs. Russell Neal will be in tween the High School and the of East Boothbay were Sunday
12-S-15 Fabrics for sale. A bargain at Adults. 29 BEECH ST.. Tel. 1116- , ton has been spending several charge of the Milows at the regu Alumni teams. Jan. 31, for the
in th^1 Children’s Hospital in Bos
callers
of
Melvin
Simmons
and
1946 CHEV. 4-door for sale, aTso i 59c“'onIy 39c„12 yard.® to J® W
12*19 days with her sister, Mrs. Bird
benefit of the March of Dimes.
ton, is gaining every day.
lart time Thursday.
family.
10FOR RENT
Jameson.
1947
47 Nash Ambassador, e6 cyl.. j4- ni'»om"r. S*ore hours daily
xiattvtc
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pitman
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
5.30.
1-5.30
Sundays.
THE
MAINE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Reed
and
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding Wheel
door, R&H, defrosters. Good transwere guests last Thursday of their family were Sunday guests of Mr. of Camden called on her mother,
portatlon, low price. TEL. 878-M.
878-M | TEXTILE CENTER. INC., Route chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME
WEST
WALDOBORO
son. Johnson Pitman and family.
10*12
Between Belfast & Sears-ort SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St.,
10*12
and Mrs. Ashley Genthner in Mrs Janie C. Murphy, and sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen- North Vassalboro.
Maine's Largest Selection of Fab- Rockland, Me.
12-S-tf
Rosa Carter, also Mr. and Mrs.
ELEC Sewing Machine for sale,
Bremen.
COMMERCIAL
Photography,
bach
were
in
Waterville
last
Wed

An all day meeting of the Will
desk type, mahogany finish, ex £lcs- _______________________ y-1? j “BEDROOM to let with kitchen Portraits, Photostats. Copies. J.
Crosby Prior anil Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Francis
Clark
has
employ

EARLY Cut Hay for sale, rea- and living room privileges. Tel. A. JURA, 125 Cedar St., Rockland, nesday and visited their daughter ing Workers, was held at the
cellent cond. TEL. 259.
10-12
ment on the night shift at the Almon Burns Sunday.
sonable price.
LOWELL CHAP- 11339-W. MINNIE COLSON.
11-13 Tel. 1027-J.
FOR SALE
12*14 and family, Mr. and Mrs. Sher home of Mrs. Leroy Moody, Tues
MAN. 88 New County Rd.. Tel. I three Rm. Unlurn Apt. to let'
Sylvania
Plant in Waldoboro.
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
day, with 10 present. A covered
BERT’S Machine Shop. Welding, man Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Reed and j IPORT CLYDE
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, 717-W._______________________ 11*13 j,ea.t and hot water, electric brazing, burning, lawn, electric . Mrs. Stanley Waltz returned dish dinner was served at noon.
THREE-Piece Parlor Set for stove and refrig. TEL. 1568. 11—tf sharpening. 11 BAYVIEW SQ. Tel. home Tuesday after spending
handloading supplies, and other
son Neil were supper guests of I Rev. William Mather, pastor of
Next Tuesday will be an after
CAMDEN sale, $30; also washing machine.
shooting accessories
GARAGE to let at northend. 1383-W.
11*13 three weeks with relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. B. Peterson of St. the Advent Church, will have for
noon meeting at the parsonage
(Allan N MRS. VERNON RANQUIST, South TEL. 1339-W
SPORTING GOODS
10-tf
George.
| his subject at the 10.30 morning
CESSPOOLS
and
Septic
Tanks
friends in East Chicago, Ind. room.
Forsyth). Sherman's Point Phone Thomaston.
11-13
TWO Room Apt., partly furn. to cleaned by machine. C. E FEN
Mrs. Carrie McFarland and ' service, “Justitted”, the evening
Camden 2675
____ 1-tf
TWO Copper Hot Water Boilers let. Adults only. Also sleeping DERSON SANITARY SERVICE Ann Arbor, Mich., and Worcester,
Mrs. Maurice Collins will be the
Mrs. Mabelle Beale were in Thom-j service at 7.00 p. m. will be
FOR SALE
with fittings for sale, $35. Also, r00m. TEL. 308-W.
10*12 Tel. 1314 Rockland, 24 hr., 7 day Mass.
local chairman for the Easter
Mrs. McFarland "Strength For Today’’. There will
Complete stock of.
I end heAat4A50i2c»;shSlrevi t7r
" NICE Unfurn. 5 rms. and bath service.
8*16
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Carter of Seal drive and Mrs. Farilyn Jack- aston Friday.
Oxygen and Acetylene regula- $10.
A.?^
‘0 'ot, in good
location.
TEL.
was dinner guest of Mrs. Carrie be special vocal and instrumental
WE
repair
and
service
all
South
Portland
visited
Sunday
son will have charge of the Heart
tors.
three years for $250. Electric
Morse and Mrs. Nancy Rogers. 1 music.
855-J.
10*12 makes of sewing machines and with Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genth
Brazing and cutting torches
washing machine, like new, tubDrive this year.
vacuum
cleaners.
SINGER
SEW

TWO
or
three
rm.
apts
furnishHose. lighters and tip cleaners 1 wringer type, only $35. CHARLES
ner.
Mrs.
Robert
Gushee
is
confined
395 Main
Welding and chlppers goggles
E. BICKNELL, H, Phone 1647-W. ed or unfurn- to let. F. G. PRIEST. ING MACHINE CO.,
William A. Both of University of to her home by illness.
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
11.tf 109 Park Street, Tel. 1024.
8*13 street, Rockland. Tel. 1724. 8-tf
Brazing rod and soapstone
Miss Sandra Burke was home
MORRIS
GORDON & SON.
MUSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom Maine spent the weekend with his
UNFURN. 4 Rm. Upstairs Apt
Roekland
I37tf
5
to let with bath and shower. TEL. bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and parents, Mr. and Mrs. William from Jackson College for the
4
12
13
3
5
9
10 II
1
2
fa
7
GIFFORDS. Tel. 146 Both.
USED rRACTORS
290-R.
8-tf Accordion
weekend.
121tf
AT 81 Union Street, modern,
Mrs. Sidney Creamer is a pa
Mrs. John Jackson, Mrs. Frank
15
14
heated 3-room apt. to let with
tient at the Miles Memorial Hos Hart and Mrs. Leslie Hall were
TERMS TO SUIT
bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve
Ib
17
lb
in Camden last week to call on
BARBOUR'S LIGHT DELIVERY pital in Damariscotta.
nings.
6-tf
W. S. Pillsbury J
w
Mrs.
Mabel
Keene,
who
is
a
pa

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Genthner
WalEBVlli-E
FURN. 2 Rooms and Flush to
22
20
21
Packages, Grocery Orders,
and son spent Sunday with her tient at the Mae Murray' Nursing
let, 34 FULTON STREET, Tel.
and
Light
Furniture
Home.
12-S-15 1379-R.
3-tf
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sim
24
23
Mrs. Beverly Meservey was
TELEPHONE 603
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let,
mons in Friendship.
OXYGEN Acetylene. Hydrogen.
133 *tf
central heat. CALL 798 after 12
29 30
28
25 ib 27
Audrey French and Sadie Mank home from Husson College over
Nitrogen, CO2, Pure Compressed
noon.
157-tf
the weekend.
were
in
Portland
last
week.
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and
Air, Welding Supplies and Equ'.p1 33
FURNISHED Apartment to let.
32
3i
Mrs. Pearl Mills entertained the
ment for sale. MORRIS GORDON hemlock. Roadside or delivered to adults.
Church Notice
MISCELLANEOUS
Inquire in person at 11
Wesley Society last Thursday af
and SON, Rockland . In Camden, mill in Camden. KNOX LUMBER JAMES STREET.
147-tf
Regular services will be held
35
34
A sale to be held at THE WO ternoon with 16 present. The next
Fisher's Eng., Mechanic sitreet, j PRODUCTS, Tel. Camden 402.
HEATED
and
Unheated
Furn.
Sunday at the Baptist Church
W
142-S-tf
MEN'S EXCHANGE, Main St.,
Camden.
1-tf 1
apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week. Camden, beginning Saturday, Jan. meeting will be held Feb. 2, with with Sunday School at 10 a. m
38
37
WANTED
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
Praise service at 11. Rev. Donald
ular $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH j Maine obsolete bank bill want and cold water, some with elec, 28 at 1 p. m. through Friday, Feb. Mrs. Virginia Winchenbach.
40
42
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen Ryder’s topic will be, "Condi
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST, ed, also old large bill. Gold coins stoves, rubbish removed free. V. 3. Only those articles which have
SW
Thomaston.
1-tf in good condition 50% over face F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St.. Tel. been in the shop over 4 months bach were dinner guests Sunday tion for Revival.”
12-lt
44
43
value. RALPH AUSTIN, South 8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234. will be on sale.
of their daughter and family, Mr,
PIPE FOR SALE
Senior Young People will meet
11*13
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Black and galvanized. All sizes China, Me., Tel. 2-33.
1-tf
and
Mrs.
Reuben
Chase,
in
Cham

at 6.30 p. m. Mr. Ryder has spe
49 50 51
Send five questions, $1. stamped
48
45 4b 47
MIDDLE aged reliable woman
low prices. BICKNELL MFC. CO.
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS, berlain.
cial material secured while in
1-tf wanted for full time housekeeping
Lime St.
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
55
52
Boston and hopes there will be a
53 54
BABY Parakeets for sale, full, for two adults. .. MRS. DORA
Mass. Full page reading enclosed.
10*12
For social Items la The Courier large attendance of young people
line of parakeet foods and mineral ; HEATH, Warren, Maine
6Vt ACRES of land at Ash Point
1-S-tf Gazette, Phone 770, City.
57
5fc
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS ! WOMEN wanted. You can earn for sale. Inquire 112 PLEASANT Prompt reply.
Sunday night.
4
AUCTION. Legion Hall, Union,
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker as much as $2 per hour as full or ST., Rockland.
10*12 every Sat., 7 p. m., conditions per
feo
St., Thomaston, Tel. 374.
1-tf part time Avon Representatives.
59
58
FOR SALE IN CAMDEN
mitting. You cannot be happy un EGGS
Openings In Thomaston, Camden,
NORTH WALDOBORO
Seven
rm.
house
with
bath,
less you attend my all season
Damariscotta, Hope, Washington,
^^^ARN&SNOW
Mrs. Elva Bomman was a week
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
constantly
changing
Cushing,and
Rockland.
Write large attached barn, extra house auctions,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
lot.
Property
in
excellent
cond.
variety. Why squander your dough. U. S. Approved Pullorum typhoid end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
MRS.
RUSSELL
JOHNSON,
Au

12- Said to a cat
1-Resinous substances 44-Comrade
/ SHOVELS M.19
Tel.
CAMDEN
681.
clean
for
sale.
An
exceptional
Come here, go home with some
gusta Road. Waterville.
8*13
mond Bornman in Warren.
13- lndefatigable
45- Remember
5-Soldier’s daily
ll*Th&Sat*21 thing to show for it. HARVEY cross for good livability, large
20-Regrets extremely
I Others $1.45 • $195 - S2.5U
48-Bulwarks
allowance (Fr.)
SALESMEN W ANTED
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank and
eggs
and
heavy
birds.
DUTCH
22-Venture
ELDERLY or middle-aged wo GURNEY, Auctioneer, Union.
10-Respective (abbr.) 52- Verbal
Unlimited earnings under our
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
24- Qreenish flnch
11*13 NECK HATCHERY, Melville W. son Wilfred of Bangor were Sun 14- John (Russian)
53- Man's name
salary and commission plan. All man wanted as a companion. To
DAVIS,
Tel.
TEmple
2-9480,
Wal

day
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lex25- Successful
55- Relieve
15- Act of springing
WELL! WELL! WELL!
benefits including life insurance, live in for room and board. Warm,
8-t? ton Mank.
26- Consumer
56- Attempte
back
If it is water you need, write doboro, Maine.
12-S-15 hospital and dependents. Car comfortable. Call 618-J or write 17
27- Nimble
57- Trigonometrical
16- Combining form.
OCEAN STREET.
10*12 R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
1600 SEX Linked Pullets start
Luncheon
guests
last
Thursday
necessary.
Apply
by
phone
to
WINDOW SHADES and BLINDS
28- Sounds in the cheat
term
Bristle
POULTRY Farm wanted. State ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135. ed Jan. 21 from Maine U. S. Ap of Mrs. LeRoy Curtis were Mrs.
for sale, custom made. Call us. TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8-tf
29- Ascend
58- Prophet
17- Repulse
proved Pullorum-Typhoid Clean
Camden.
Tel.
2768.
Installment
location,
capacity
and
price.
CASH for old guns In any con
59- Snow. rain and ice 30- Harmonizee
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA
Breeders.
KENDALL ORFF. Willis Walker, Jr., and Mary 18- Heavenly body
plan
also
available,
no
down
pay

Write
B-A,
c/o
THE
COURIER32-Repairs
60- Snow vehicle
COAST PAINT CO., 440 Main St., dition. H and HL hinges, porcc
19- Lists of events
10*12 ment necessary. Member of New Cushing. Me., Phone Thomaston Alyce of West Southport and Mrs. 21-lmbeciles
35- Long spiral locks
Rockland.
1-tf lain, pottery, glass, silver, paint GAZETTE.
10*15 Willis Walker, Sr., of Decatur,
36- Preportion of pura
EXPERIENCED Young Man England and National Association. 198-2.
VERTICAL
ings. and furniture. Top current
23- Firearms
FOR SALE
1-tf
CLEMENTS WHITE ROCKS — Ill.
metal in alloys
24- Small biplane
Attention camera fans. (1) Ko prices paid. G. BEECHE, 33 Main wants Job driving truck. Tel.
38- Loya I (Poet.)
1-Talk hesitatingly
Medical Oxygen Regulators and in great demand for meat produc
10-12
Mrs. LeRoy Curtis is spending a 25- Resounded
dak Pony 828 with case and flash, St., Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209 Thomaston 174.
tion. They live, grow fast and
2- Atfirm
39- Grade
Masks for rent.
28-Retires
7-18
$40.50; (2) Kodak 35 mm. F-3.5 mornings or after 4 p. m.
3- A roman patriot
41- Former German
We also supply medical oxygen. have efficient feed conversion— few days this week in Boston visit 31- Raves
with case and range finder,
MAN wanted to work on poultry
monetary unit
4- Ensnares (Eng.)
Sold only through your family pullets available for Hatching egg ing Florida.
32- Girl's name
Bolsey
35
mm. farm. Apply in person. L. B
(3)
FOR REAL ESTATE physician's
$37.50;
5- Trip to carry a
42- Most prudent
production. Malne-U. S. Approved
prescription.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poor were 33- Decay
flash
and ROKES Cobb Rd., Camden. 3-tf
case.
with
F-3Z
message
44-Affray
MORRIS GORDON & SON. Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks. business callers in East Hiram on 34- American patriot
range finder, $35 75; (4) Ko- “TWENTY-FOUR HR. I*hoto'Ser2
Austin D. Nelson Rockland.
6- Abounds
36-Memento
137tf White Leghorns, Golden Crosses
46- Eagle
dak reflex with flash, $15 95. Slide vjce Ask for jt at your local store
Sunday.
7A
serpent
(pi.)
36- Gauzy
and Reds for layers.
Write or
47- Barrel, at of herring
CALL 928
projectors.
(5) 300 Brumberger or at GIFFord'S, Rockland, Me
8A
pastry
37Select
(abbr.)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Eugley
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS phone CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC.,
48- A causeway
41 Limerock SL
Rockland
mount in case, $37.50, with Air9Oblong
with
38Fabric
made
of
flax
____ 1-tf
Cleaned, repaired and Installed, Route 33, Winterport, Maine. (4) and two daughters, Susan and
148-tf
49- Navigate
equipt automatic slide changer.
rounded ends
39- Ascended
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
automatic cleaning
equipment.
50-Serf
Kathy. Brian and Elaine Robin 40- Feigns
(6 ) 200 watt Mansfield
10Abide
$47.50;
UNION FARMERS MUTUAL
Free Inspection and estimates.
inside and out, all work positively
51-Plant
11-Combining form.
HOUSE for sale, contains 2-5 SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
son
were
dinner
guests
on
Sunday
$19.95. Let's swap. We are »ttU ruarante#d WU1 furnlaii material
42Most
lucid
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
54-Prefix. Bad
Within
buying good used cameras
rm.
apts.
with
priv.
baths
and
en

43Ugly
cronee
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merlin
Eugley.
Union, Maine
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
equipment. S. F. MORSE, 344 Estimates free
trances.
Central
heat,
oil
furnace,
VAN E. RUS
2687
72tf
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
9-15
Main St., Tel. 640-W.
SELL Phone 676-M. Poet Office 3 yrs. old, new storm windows
Cash in office and bank, $3,191.78
Box 701. Rockland.
78tf throughout, large yard, central lo
cation. CALL 798 alter 12 noon.
— BID NOTICE —
PLUMBING and HEATING
Gross cash assets,
$3,191.78
DON’T discard your old or
bteciai raica
157- M
FREE ESTIMATES
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1955
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
XU Popular Slsua
50 per cent cash premium, $591.62
NEWMAN for restoring and reARTHUR CULLEN
City of Rockland, Maine
TRACTOR
finishing 48 Masonic St. Tel.
LICENSED PLUMBER
CHAINS
Total
liabilities.
$591.62
12 North SL
Thomaston, Me.
1106-M_________________________ ltf
Cousens7 Realty
Jaguary 24. 1955.
Net cash assets.
$2,600 16
»x24 ----- 128 31
Tel. 234
IKON
Steei
Metal
Hag* and
test — him
Bnslness Opportunities
74-tf Premium notes subject
Batteries
wanted
Call
123
Rids
will
be
received
at
the
office
of
the City Manager
to assessment,
$23,665.00
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
lots ----- 841.81
MORRIS GORDON & SON, Cor.
until II a. m. Friday. February 3, for supplying the City with
Deduct
all
assessments
SPRECHEN
SIE
DEUTSCH?
10x18 ----- 834.84
Leland and Taa Sts
Rockland
gasoline for the coming year.
SI LIMEROCK ST.
and payments,
$1,183.25
Translations and private German
caoss csanra
Details and speelfieations are available al the City Mana
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
31 so
ger's office.
TEL 1538
UPTON. Camden 2088
67-tf
Balance due on pre
The trouble is that too many
W. S. Pillsbury & Sob
IXOYD K. AI-LEN,
mium notes,
$22,481.75
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
Across from Post Office
WATEBV1ILI
( people are trying to get more out
JAMES L. DORNAN.
Purchasing Agent.
tions made for all Unee. Giffords
152-tf
Secretary.
Rockland, Me,
89U 9-S-15
12-S-15 oi
Ujan ttey ,re putin® 111 lt

SALE

FOR SALE

TO

SERVICES

now $200 <

WANTED

REAL ESTATE

& CHICKS
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
New Appointee
Joins Blueberry

Advisory Board

NOTES OF A

.

Emery Herrick, blueberry grow

poultryman5

er and processor of Brooksville,

has been appointed a member o(

the Blueberry Advisory Commit

! land at the present time over egg
shell color. Newspaper columnists
' who never before mentioned eggs
I in their verbal efforts are now i
I trying to swing their readers one
, way or another. Perhaps out of
! it will all come some benefits, for
! eggs are certainly getting a lot
| of extra advertising.

FORD FOUNDATION GIVES HALF

Kottte

Sewice

cv

By Eleanor Carter

tee for a term of five years, ac

cording to an announcement by

MILLION TO PROVIDE GRADUATE

STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL FIELDS
At the first meeting of the Na- visory Committee were present,
tiona! Advisory Committee of Cor- including Committee
Secretary
netl University’s newly expanded Cannon C. Hearns, along with
program graduate study in Ex Cornell University’s policy com
tension education. Dean of Agri mittee and three representatives
culture Arthur L. Deering ot the of the Ford Foundation
This
University of Maine was elected group met with the graduate stu
chairman for 1938. The session dents in Extension education now
was held Jan. 19 and 30 at Ithaca. in the program. These students
New York.
I are experienced Extension workThe program is a joint effort Of j ers in their 30's and 40's. They
Cornell University and the Ford! come from eight different states
Foundation to provide additional! and five foreign nations.
training opportunities for highIn addition to taking graduate
level Extension Service personnel courses from the special staff at
from both the United States and Cornell for two semesters, each
foreign countries. To be accepted. United States student will have
students must now hold positions three months of training in some
Of responsibility
in Extension foreign country and each foreign
work to which they’ll return after student the same period in one or
their year of study toward a mas more of our states.
ter’s or doctor's degree.
The Ford Foundation has con
Increasingly.
explains
Dean tributed $500,000 for employment
Deering, the Land Grant colleges of a staff and for expenses inci
in the United States need trained dent to the operation of the plan.
I>ersor.nel to deal with the prob-I The Foundation pays living and
lems of students, scientists, and institutional expenses of the stufarm leaders from abroad. And dents on a no-gain, no-loss basis,
abroad the United States needs
This program will provide an
personnel trained in Extension opportunity for a limited number
methods to meet the many de- of presently employed personnel
mands of foreign governments who are now holding leadership
for assistance in solving numer- roles at home or abroad for furous agricultural problems.
ther study in Extension training.
All members of the National Ad- supervision or administration.

This recipe is one that realty I The use of a good appliance wax
i hits the spot, but I think most j will keep the finish sparkling
ton market and apparently that is
a problem that will confront this
casserole dishes wiH do the same ' bright and easy to clean. Also
About the most cheerful thought
! thing when it’s as cold and windy ! helps to prevent scratching.
I market for some time to come.
of the week is a comparison of the
! New England is only an overnight
as it has been the last month or
Your oven mav be cleaned with
price of eggs with prices for Jan
1 run from a considerable part of
two.
1 any good grease solvent, such as
uary of 1954. Eggs are dropping
| eastern Canada which means eggs
I chlorox or ammonia in a soap
down as they generally do this I
Down East Scallop
j from there arrive as fresh as
| suds solution, or use one of the
time of year but the fact remains .
1 pt. scallops, quartered
4-H
Club
Doings
I those from Maine.
' new oven cleaners according to
that pullet eggs are selling higher
2 tbsp. butter
Chick Klein has an interesting
directions on the jar. I find that
Loana Shiblea—*-H
than poultrymen received a year1
By
1 tbsp. diced onion
comment on white eggs in his
( tub Agent
| by leaving one-half cup ammonia
ago for extra large. The average
1
tbsp.
chopped
green
pepper
his most recent column in New
in a cold oven overnight, the
for
large last January
was
2 tbsp. flour
England Homestead.
grease Is softened enough to wash
thirty-eight cents.
Last week
1
tsp.
mustard
•The New England poultrymen
The Junior group of the Happy
your oven clean in the morning.
the large did go to 48 but ended
14 cup top milk
the week at 50 with mediums at 43 have a red hot question facing Harvesters met at their leaders 1 cup grated cheese
them. What kind of an egg will home, Mrs. Marion MacDonald,
and pullets at 42
Waldoboro Farm
they produce, brown or white?: Mrs. MacDonald gave instructions 4 cup tomato soup
The prices of white eggs have
Many thought whites had their on how to solicit at the different 1 small bottle stuffed olives
not been below browns very much
Extensioners
foot well in the door and would homes for the Polio Drive. She, salt A pepper to taste
yet but the outlook at the begin
walk right in. But they had some also, explained the requirements buttered crumbs
Study Food Costs
ning of the week did not look very
Cook scallops in salted water for
rough treatment and were shoved on the check sheets for first hon
bright. William Curtin reported
around quite a bit. Now it isn’t so ors. A prize (the 4-H key ring), 5 minutes. Cook onion and green
The Waldoboro Farm Extension
in the Boston Sunday Herald that
pepper in butter until softened but
certain.
Neither
are
they
sure
udll
be
given
to
the
first
boy
or
met
at the American Legion Hall
at the close of the week’s trading
not browned; add flour and mus
some houses reported extreme about the breed or cross that will girl that completes their project.
Jan. 20 for an all day meetihg.
tard mixed, then add soup and
tices.
difficulty in moving white eggs, produce the browns. Most hens
Waldoboro
Home
Demonstration Agent,
9liced olives; season with salt and
Other members of the commit stating that the one cent differ that ’ay brown eggs seem a bit
Lorraine Denomme, secretary
pepper. Add drained scallops and Mabel Folaom, presented her
large
and
the
feathers
are
dark.
tee are: Donald Gurney, Belfast; ence between brown and white
of the Pine Cone 4-H Club in Wal
Charles Chase, Kennebunk; Lee- was not sufficient to attract The need seems to be for some doboro reports, "For subject mat pour into greased casserole. Top topic, "Your Food. Your Pocket
with crumbs and bake about one- book. and You".
man Oxton, West Rockport: Wil enough buying interest to absorb thing of Leghorn size, with white ter we had "First Aid." The
half hour at 350°.
feathers that can lay with the
Dinner was served at noon, and
liam Mague, MiMbridge; George scattered surpluses.
members
each
demonstrated
best
of
them,
live
and
lay
that
when judged by the group it was FARMERS’ CASH INCOME FOR TEN
Frye, Harrington; and Carleton
Chicken Supreme
Canadian eggs have been put
what they were able to do. We
Gushee. Appleton.
found to contain all seven basic
ting a lot of pressure on the Bos prized Boston brown egg. We will had artificial respiration; we 2 cups left-over chicken
MONTHS OF ’55 EXCEEDED THAT
likely have it soon but not just
foods.
made bandages for a broken bone 1 cup cream of mushroom soup
yet. At least it has not been fully in the arm. ankle and knee. We 1 can BAM Welsh Rarebit
At the meeting it was reported OF ALL PRECEDING YEAR
farm tested.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
also made a head bandage and 1 pkg. frozen broccoli or aspara that the group now has enough
The thought is often expressed: tourniquet and we had to know
dishes to serve meals.
Platters
Maine s cash farm income for cating. the Maine Department of
gus
ROCKLAND OFFICE REPORTS
Why not color the egg. shells with what to do in case of bums and
Arrange layers of meat and and plastic spoons were donated the first 10 months of 1955 Agriculture said today, that farm
a harmless dye? That would not fainting."
thawed vegetables in a greased by Mrs. Tina Scott.
amounted to £157 030.000—13 mil income for 12 months in 1955
ON ITS ACTIVITIES FOR YEAR
mean coloring the food itself,
The next meeting of Pine Cone | casserole. Combine Welsh rarebit
The next meeting will be Feb. lion dollars more than income for could well equal or slightly exceed
By Darius Joy.
sion is made for the production of even though a coloring agent is 4-H Club will be held at Lor
the 1949-53 annual average of
and soup and pour over; top with 15 with an "Out of the Freezer" the full calendar year 1954.
$181,033,000.
Approximately $124,135. or 93 a large portion of the family's often added to foods to make raine’s house on Feb. 4 at 1.30. buttered crumbs and bake about dinner,
and
"Simple Repairs
Preliminary statistics from the
percent of the production and food supply and provision is made them more attractive. Why pen Mrs. Ella Benner is leader.
Livestock and livestock pro
Around
The
Home".
Members
30 minutes at 350°.
Agricultural Marketing Service. ducts returned $92,246,000 and
subsistence loans ODtained by far in the budget for household ex alize a poultryman if he can
are
to
bring
a
broken
cord
to
Here
are
a
few
cleaning
sug

Washington
U. S. D. A. show a gain of ap crops yielded $64,784,000. during
make more money from White
mers from the Rockland office of penditures and medical care.
Esther Wellman, secretary of i gestions to help you keep your repair.
proximately 28 per cent over the January to October, inclusive, in
the Farmers Home Administra
No loan is made unless the Leghorns if the prices are equal
the Chickadee 4-H Club in Wash range looking new and clean:
comparable period in 1954, indi 1955. the Department said.
tion during the past year were farm and home plan shows that ized with the browns?
For your chrome rings and Reservations
Due to the fact that white egg ington says, "We have completed
used to
purchase equipment, the farm when properly operated
our community project on flower metal drip trays, use a mild abralivestock and make similar invest under normal conditions will pro quality is at least equal to brown
arrangement at the church and sdve such as Old Dutch or Bon Being Accepted
NEMPA Moves
Mrs. Folsom Plans
duce
an
income
that
will
provide
i
egg
quality,
the
argument
should
ments in local fauns Darius D.
Ami or fine steel wool, such aa
pointless. The trouble is that plan to take on another project
Joy, Jr., county supervisor for the family a good living and en- |
To Adjust Class
Leader Sessions
later."
your SOS pads. The enamel sur For Farm Week
able them to repay their debts. the poultrymen have no organizathe agency said today.
The members had questions in face must be treated gently to
Guides have been established ! t>on that can campaign to break
Room reservations for Farm II Milk Prices
Local farmers are making these
Next Week
food, dairy and sewing.
avoid scratching. Use mild suds,
and Home Week visitors to the
Investments to set up the kind of with the aid of the Extension Ser-: down the resistance. What is so
Plans aie made to have a muf rinse and dry as you would a dish. J University of
The New England Milk ProMaine campus.
Extension "Know Your Neigh
farming systems that will make vice and other agricultural agen- j objectionable about white as comfin judging contest.
If acids (orange, lemon, vinegar, April 2 t0 5 are now hpinK accep. drivers’ Association has request bor" chairmen will mee.t at the
the most of their labor, land and cies that show desirable combin- pared to brown? There are many
Sharon Steel and Sharon Sperl tomato) milk, or alcohol are drip- tP<j arcording to William C. Wells
ations of enterprises, the amount j highly esteemed foods that are
other resources.
ed a hearing to be held as soon Farnsworth Museum in Rockland
; are on the entertainment commit ped or spilled on enamel surface, manager of dormitories. Reservaon Monday, Jan. 30 at 1.30 p. m.
Production
and
subsistence of land, quantity of livestock. j white. Most of us prefer the white I
as
practicable to consider re-ad
tee for next meeting. Julia Hib wipe off with a dry cloth, wash tion cards have already been
This meeting is for the purpose
loans are also made for fertili amount and quality of pasture, i meat of a chicken or turkey. We
bert and Sally Johnston are the as soon as surface is lukewarm, mailed to last year’s room reser justment in the Class U price in of getting together material and
zer, seed, tractor fuel, instecti- and feed crops, acres of cash ; like various kinds of white seathe
Boston
tnilkshed
to
bring
refreshment committee.
! ideas on the "Know Your Neigh
vation list.
cides and other farm and home crops. and the yield per acre and food. A white cake with a white
that price more nearly in line with
North Warren
vice president and Robert Walker
Those persons who have not current market values of Class II bor" program to be used at the
operating expensses. The loans production per animal that are j frosting is a pretty tasty morsel,
Mis. Elsa Kigel, member of secretary.”
j.
.
, .
. ! meetings of extension groups
I received a card or who did not mjlk. according
bear five per cent interest and needed for the successful opera- White is a pretty important color
to a statement
Extension
Association
These boys are making eoat use University dormitory facilithroughout the year. This year the
repayments are scheduled in ac tion of family-type farms in this and about the only place it seems Warren
issued by W. P. Davis, general
study of our neighbor, Canada, is
cordance with the borrower’s abil area. These guides are used in I to be objectionable is in an egg demonstrated hnmburg casserole hangers for the school as their ties last year may obtain room manager of NEMPA.
to be continued.
applications
from
ity to repay. Loans for crop pro developing the farm and home j shell. Outside of the cook, about to the members of the White Oak community project and at this reservation
Mr. Davis. in a letter to H. L.
the only time a white shell is seen 4-H Club at a meeting of the club meeting did sanding on these Mr. Wells, Men's Cafeteria, Uniduction are repayable when in plans.
Square Meals For Many And
Forest,
director
of
the
Dairy
Di

June Stimpson hangers.
versify of Maine. Orono.
come from the crop is received.
In addition, at the end of the 1 by the average person is when last Saturday.
Emergency Feeding Train
vision
of
the
USDA,
said
that
secretary of this club writes. "We
The next meeting is at Owls
Available to Farm and Home
I/)ans for capital investments are ! crop year a complete review ot , boiled eggs are served.
ing Classes
since last July a substantial num
decided
to
get
our
cloth
and
pat

Head
School,
on
Jan.
31
at
7
p.
m.
Week
visitors
this
year
will
be
the
In
spite
of
all
that
a
really
large
repayable over periods up to the year’s operations is made by i
ber of Boston handlers have made : Training classes on Square
terns
to
start
aprons,
skirts
and
Sam Pipieello and Alvis Epps are facilities of the new men's dormiseven years. The maximum loan the farm family and the Farm-1 controversy is raging in New Engpremium payments to producers Meals for Many, and Emergency
dresses at a meeting soon. We leaders.
tory, Hart Hall. This dorm offers
is $7,000 and total in debtedness ers Home Administration super
over and above the minimum Feeding are to be held at Thomalso
worked
on
our
check
sheets.
’
’
, the most modern hotel-type acvisor to determine which farm brooding facilities for the re
cannot exceed $10,000.
Simonton Corner
prices established by the federal aston Federated Church in ThomThe next meeting is to be held
placement
flock.
commodations
including
elevator
enterprises
w’
ere
the
most
suc

Several steps ae taken by the
Gerry
Pound.
secretary
milk marketing order. "The fact j aston. Jan. 31 and at Waldoboro
today
at
2
p.
m.
at
Mrs.
Bunnie
The
Farmers
Home
Administra

Farmers Home Administration to cessful and what further improve-,
1 Junior
Sunshine Girls
says: service. Wells cautions, however
that such payments have been Grange Hall in Waldoboro, Feb. L
Pecce’s. Refreshment committee
assist farmers in making the best ments are to be made in the com tion has loan funds available to
I "Meeting was opened by Presi that only 248 persons can be
made when there is no shortage ol These classes are for all food
lor
this
meeting
will
be
Linda
those
eligible
applicants
who
dent Dorothy Ulmer. We talked hous(,d in thus new building. Sevuse of their loan funds. Before a ing year.
milk, and the supply-demand foe- leaders and assistants. There wlQ
One type of farming system need to build, repair, enlarge or Stimpson. Cary Moody and Jan over our skating party and eral
dormitories have been
loan is made a complete farm
tor is exerting its maximum ef be a revision of "Meals For
Pecce.
improve
their
buildings
in
order
that
has
proved
successful
in
this
1 planned to make curtains as a ■
as^de T°r Farm and Home
and home plan is prepared by the
fect to reduce the Class I price Many" rules as well as training
Owls
Head
I
community
project.
Plan
to
have
w,,<
'
k
ffueets.
Room
reservations
farm family with the assistance area and is recommended to loan to have an economical sized unit.
by reason of oversupply, would for emergency feeding.
Robert Walker, secretary of the meetings each week.
of the agency’s local supervisor, i applicants who have or can ob- These loans bear a 4 1-2 per cent
Barbara should be made early.
appear to indicate that the Class
Ail food leaders are asked to
Owls
Head
Boys*
club
reports:
interest
rate
and
may
have
a
re

The plan shows how the farm tain the necessary land and build| Smith
and Patricia Simonton :___________ ZZZZZZZZZZ_________
U price is too low, and that hand- : bring aprons, pencils, and emer•The meeting was opened by showed how to give artificial res-1
will be operated, estimated yields! ings is egg production. An appli- payment schedule of up to 44)
’
“ 1
lers have enjoyed excessive earn gency feeding manuals,
and income, and a budget for cant should have buildings ade- years and are secured by a real the new president. Tommy Little piratlon, then we all took part.”
ings on Class 11 milk,” he said.
Dinner will be prepared and serfield. Neil Buzynski was elected
farm and home expenses. Provi- quate to house 3.500 layers and estate mortgage.
A meeting was held Friday at
The NEMiPA leader said that ved emergency feeding style. Any
at the home of the leader, Mrs.
this action Is the result of a stud;' questions on extension meals or
1 Elizabeth Simonton.
of the problem requested by the emergency feeding should be pre
North Nobleboro
delegate-body of the association ir. ! -tented at this time.
Brenda Brown, secretary of
the annual meeting last fall, and ■=’•’
■■
Kiddie Kookers has a good re-1
their call for action to insure that He had once been a member of
| port of plans for the meeting to I
all producers receive full value our Grange.
The members exbe held on Feb. 4; the older girls
By Boy Gross
for their milk.
press their sympathy to the bein sewing will work on petticoats; I
Mr. Davis called to the atten- . reaved family.
Brenda Brown will demonstrate
tion of the Dairy Division that it
Owls Head Grange
making yeast bread. Maxine Don- i
Roy Brown. Nobleboro, was re appears that the underpricing of
By Elisabeth Walker
I nell will make toast.
cently elected chairman of the Class II milk occurs particularly
.The Ladies' Degree Team of
The meeting will be held at the hoard of supervisors for the KnoxI home of the leader, Mrs. Thelma Lincoln Soil Conservation Dis- in those months when no weighted Acorn Grange in Cushing con
-Xaverage cream price is available,
ferred the Third and Fourth De
Brown. who will he aided hy the tr|ct_ Bay Thurston, Union, served
and the manufactured milk price
grees on a group of candidates at
assistant leader, Mrs. Maude as chairman for the past eight
alternative is employed to deter
the last meeting of Owls Head
Spear.
years and is now vice president
mine the Class n price.
Grange. The work was very im
Simonton Corner
for the National Association of
pressively done. Candidates were:
Charles "Sammy” Pendleton, a i Soil Conservation Districts for the
Beryl Borgerson, Raymond O’Jala
member of the Ayrshire Dairy Northeast. Harold
Watts, St.
and Agnes Jillson.
Boys’ 4-H Club is at home with a George, was elected secretary- Grange Corner
It was voted to attend Neigh
broken leg. The other members ’ treasurer of the Knox-Lincoln
A 4-Wkeel-Drive Universal ‘Jeep’ takes you to tho
bors' Night at Weymouth Grange
met with Sammy Thursday
for Soil Conservation District for the
job, wherever it is —on the road or off! This rugged
(Continued On Page 8U)
their 4-H meeting.
ensuing year.
Warren Grange
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, assistant | Many of you will be contacted
performer carries men and equipment over the high
By Nancy Benner
4-H Club agent held a vegetable by the Agricultural Stabilization
Warren Grange held Its regular
way in conventional 2-wheel drive. Then, when work
feed identification contest with and Conservation committeemen meeting Tuesday night with a
SEE THE NEW
rails (or travel off the road —through mud, sand or
these boys.
in the near future. In case you good attendance. We acce.ptcd an
snow, up hill or down —you shift a single lever for
"The next meeting is planned for , are planning to do any of the per- invitation
CLINTON
to visit
Weymouth
Tractitn. 4-wheel drive gives the extra trac
Mobile pawer. With power take off, the Uni
the extra traction of 4-wheel drive. Willi power take
Feb. 2 at the Community Build- \ manent type practices, such as Grange on Monday evening.
tion for traveling up steep grades or broken
versal ‘Jeep’ provides mobile power for oper
HIGH SPEED
ing.
drainage, ponds, etc., it would be
A delicious clam stew was ser
ground The ‘Jeep’ is built to stand up and
off, or hydraulic lift, the Universal ‘Jeep’ does an
ating welders, compressors, generators and
UTE
WEIGHT
take it in tough usage.
very desirable to list them at once ved after the meeting.
Cecil Annis Is leader.
many other kinds of specialized equipment.
almost endless variety of jobs. To find out what it
LOW COST
to give us sufficient time for lay
Washington
The next program will feature
can do for you. ask for a demonstration.
Ford Powell, secretary of the out, design, etc., before the con Stars.
CHAIN SAWS
Pine Tree Boys’ Club reports a struction season begins.
I' Medomae Valley Grange
As Inw As
Several years ago Sumner Carl
I ♦ XuAU A |
short business meeting last Thurs
IP
'W.T
By Kuby Hannan
4 WHEEL DRIVE
son of Friendship did some eroday.
$162.50
On account of the snow storm
UNIVERSAL
James Packard and Ronald j sion control, caused by wave acand slippery roads we didn’t hold
Complete with
Moore displayed and explained tion along the shore of Garrison
a Grange meeting Jan. 23.
Guide Bor and Olein
some things in their woodworking Island which he owns. Rocks were
Jan. 16. seven members attend
WILLTS...wwlTs lir|($t Mktn if 4-WlMl-lrin nMcto
projects.
I pushed up in place with a bullHydraulic lift With hydraulic lift, the 4-wheel
Now a Jeep’ with longer wheelbase the new
drive Jeep' operates graders, scrapers, post
Richard Norton had charge of j dozer and some fill put in hack ed the Traveling Grange in Wash
model CI6 Carries larger, bulkier loads; has
Chas. E. Stadcpole
Get a demonstration now!
bole diggers and most 3 point hitch implements
all the features that made the ‘Jeep’ famous.
recreation.
j
them. Since that time we have ington. all report a very enjoy
THOMASTON, MAINE
The next meeting will be held had manw had storms and Sum- able evening
PARK STREET MOTORS, Inc.
TKU 194-3
We were sorry to hear ot the
at the Prescott Memorial School, ner reports that the practice has

President Arthur A. Hauck of the
University of Maine.
Herrick will replace O. N. Mer
rill of Ellsworth whose term ex
pired Dec. 31. 1955.
Herrick is a processor who owns
and operates blueberry canning
plants at Brooklin and Aurora. He
is also one of Maine’s most active
blueberry growers with several
hundred producing acres in Han
cock County. He is interested and
active in the blueberry research
program, and maintains an ex- I
perimental plot on his own land
where he tests blueberry manage
ment and cultural practices.
The Blueberry Advisory Com
mittee works with the Maine Agri
cultural Experiment Station and
the Extension Service to correlate
research information with com
mercial blueberry cultural prac

By Henry Teague

Tough jobs
demand
a
Universal ‘Jeep’

Jeep

61 PARK STREET

TELEPHONE 700

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Feb 2 at 3 p. m.

1 4one an excellent job of control.

tragic death of Herbert Campbell.

e-s-tt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Keystone Chapter R. A. M. of Camden Installs Gran9e Corner

THOMASTON

(Continued from Page Five)

Newi end Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST.. TEL 156-8

Miss Margaret Copeland is vis-;
iting in Boston.
There will be a rehearsal for
officers of Grace Chapter. OES,
Monday night at 7 o'clock to prepare for inspection which will be
held Feb. 8.
Mrs. Martha Carter substituted
in the seventh grade for Mrs.
Wolfe on Thursday and Friday.
Memorial Service
Mrs. Otto Rodamer, Worthy
Matron of Grace Chapter, OES.
prepai’ed the memorial service
held Wednesday evening at the
Masonic Temple to honor the
members of the dhapter who had
passed away in 1955. Associate
Grand Patron John B. S. Fitzpatrick rendered a vocal solo “Beyond the Sunset” with Mrs. Karl
Stetson as piano accompanist,
Rev. Fitzpatrick dedicated several emblems donated to the Chapter during the past year. Advance
Officers night was observed with
Associate Matron, Lillian FitzPatrick and Associate Patron,
’
, „
Frank Hallowell serving as matron and
patron. Conductress
Marguerite Hills served as associate matron with Victor Hills as
associate patron. Associate Conductress Priscilla Moss served as
conductress and
past matron
Katherine Lunt was associate
conductress. The degrees of the
order were exemplified on guest
candidates. Mrs. Ruth Perry and
Dr. E. R. Moss. An invitation
from Beach Chapter, Lincolnville. to a reception on Feb. 1
honoring Worthy Matron, Hazel
K. Libby was issued to the Chapter. Refreshments were served in
the banquet hall with Mrs. Aaron
Clark as chairman assisted by
Mrs. Henry Hastings and Mrs.
Jean Butler.
Church Notices
Federated Church School Sun
day morning at 9 45 with Mrs.
Karl Stetson as superintendent.
Youth Sunday will be observed at
the worship service at 11 o’clock

on Jan. 30.
Charles Swett and Mary Dyer
j were reported sick.
The Lecturer’s March was won
by Helen Fish and the special
prize by Hartley Savage. The pro
ceeds of the lecturer’s march.
$10.50. was given to the March of
Dimes.
Guests were present from: St.
George.
Acorn. Wessaweskeag,
Weymouth. Evening Star. Warren.
Meenahga, Megunticook. Penob
scot View. South Hope and Mt.
Pleasant Granges. A total of 93
members were present.

with Earl Melgard as speaker, his
subject being "Love Is A Many
Splendid Thing.” Youth Fellowship Group will assist. Solo by
Robert Stackpole "I Will Lift Up
Mine Eyes Unto The Lord. Anthem by the choir, "The Goodness
Of The Lord” by Holten. Nursery'
for small children during the ser
vice of worship will be under the
direction of Mrs. Roland Hahn.
Youth Fellowship will meet at
5.30 for a progressive supper,
Wednesday, the Friendly Circle
will hold a roll call supper in the
vestry at 6 p. m. Mrs. Charlotte
Hopkins will show pictures of her
trip fo Alaska.
Sunday School at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 9.45
with service of worship at 11 a.
m.. with Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick bringing a message of “De
velopment of the Church.” Nursery for small children during the
service of worship. BYF meets at
6 p. m., followed by the evening
service at 7 at which time a mis...
in
__
sionary film will be shown on
work in India. Wednesday at 2 p.
m.. a combined meeting of the
Ladies and Missionary circles will
be held followed by a 6 o’clock
supper. Thursday, prayer and
praise service at 7 p. m., followed
by choir rehearsal,
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 9 o’clock.
Morning prayer service at St.
John’s Episcopal Church at 7.40
Sunday morning followed by Holy
Communion at 8 o’clock with
Canon Scott of the Cathedral
Church of Portland as speaker.
Sunday School at 10.
Sunday School at the Assembly
of God Church at 10 a. m„ Sun
day, followed by service of wor
ship at 11 with Rev. Robert Dick
inson bringing the message. Evening service at 7 o’clock. Tuesday
evening the Young People will
meet at 7.30. Wednesday evening
service at 7.

Wessaweskeag Grange
By Evelyn Huntley

Wessaweskeag Grange met Jan.
25 with 18 members and one visit
or present.
The First and Second Degrees
were conferred on two candidates.
The Grange voted to give the
proceeds from the dance Satur
day night to the Polio Drive.
The kitchen was inspected and

County Agent's

Corner

Extension
Membership
Increasing

Thought we had a good meeting
with cheep herders last night.
Jack Goater. Extension livestock
specialist spoke and answered a
great series of questions during
the discussion period which took
up most of the evening.
The group also appointed a
committee to consider the possi
bilities of a County Sheep and
Wool Growers Association. This
group of J. Malcolm Barter. Wal
doboro; Gilbert Bryant of Cam
den and Jack Adams of Whitefield. will plan to bring to an
other meeting of sheep people a
set of proposed by-laws and such
to form the association. I believe
we all feel that such an association can do much to improve quality of meat and quantity of wool.
marketing both locally and in
Boston, and interest in sheep genI crally in many different ways. I
know that they will be willing to
. hear suggestions from anyone

Knox-Lincoln County Extension
Association membership as of
Jan. 1. was lusted as one of the
bigger increases in the state since
Dec. 1.
Membership as of Jan. 1 for the
county was 358 men and 676 wo
men for a total of 1034 members.
Memberships for 1956 are ac
ceptable until June 15. All farm
ers and homemakers are invited
to join. Dues of $2 for men and
$1.50 for women are payahle to
the Association at the Rockland
office in the post office building.

Second Foreign
Nation Requests
Ox Yokes

Now it’s India which wants information on ox yokes from the
Extension Service of the University of Maine. Last year it was
mo...
i. <in ;
. bv evervone
Peru down in South America.
Past and present high priests of the Keystone Chapter, Royal Arch Masons of Camden are shown ' * ‘
irht. on
this
Dean of Agriculture Arthur L.
at installation ceremonies. From the left are: John Felton of Camden, installing officer; Fred Ainborn
We are invited to Weymouth " °
as an>
UL
0
o| Lincolnville, incoming high priest; and Wendell Payson of Camden, past high priest.
Grange next Monday night. Jan. matter.
Deering has answered both re
In making calls yesterday, we quests with photographs, draw
Officers installed during the of the host; Harrison Arthur. 30, to observe Good Neighbors’
Camden’s Masonic Temple was
1
found considerable evidence of ings. dimensions, and letters ex
Night.
the scene of annual installation evening's proceedings were Fred principal sojourner; Harry Coffin,
The charter was draped for worms; and do suggest that plaining how to make ox bows
erick Ainborn of Lincolnville, high Royal Arch
captain; Stephen
exercises of the new officers of
everyone plan to put a worming and yokes. This material was
Brother
Trafton.
priest; Charles Steele, king; Wil Lawton, master of the third veil;
tbe Keystone Chapter, Royal Arch
The lecturer’s march was won mixture of one part phenothia- supplied by Austin E. Bennett, of
liam Bartlett, scribe; Malcolm Neal Peabody, master of the
Masona Wednesday evening,
zine and nine parts of salt in1 Farmington,
Franklin
county
Brewer, chaplain; Harold Wilson, second veil; Charles Dailey, mas by Malcom Allen.
On the program, a stunt by front of the sheep at all times, agent for the Extension Service.
John Felton of Camden was in treasurer; Harold Ames, secre ter of the first veil; and Howard
The latest request was from
Ronald Murray, Donald Cassidy and also worm with phenathiastalling officer.
tary; Edward Dangler, captain Small, scntinal.
and Malcom Allen, was enjoyed. zine regularly twice a year. Eith Charles L. Blackman, stationed
Also, a reading by Ceres and the er drench or pill the sheep a day at Rajasthan College of Veterin
before she is put out on pasture, ary Science and Animal Husband
Auto Junk Yard
CAMDEN
Forage Meeting
lecturer.
and again a day before she is ry, Bikaner, India, who is serving
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Megunticook Grange
Worker Burned
brought into
winter quarters. for two years as technician for
In Nobleboro
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
The program following the Cie- Also, a third dose may be neces- the TechnicaI Co-operation MisIn Tank Blast
Next Thursday
cle supper and business was
sary and occasionally other drugs j siQn tQ India BIackman is a 1916
The Elm Street Reading Club
Berlin’s may need to be used.
j graduate of the University of
observance
of
Irving
will meet with Miss Corinne SawTwo men were hospitalized as a
Cecil
Brown,
professor
of
compositions, preceded by a shoit
Also suggested is a mineral of Maine jje js on a two-year leave
yer Monday evening. The readers
result of injuries received at work agronomy at the Maine Agricul
sketch of his life by the lecturer, one part steamed bone meal, one of absence from Ohio State Uni
will be Mrs. Rose LeBlanc and
Wednesday and Thursday, Knox tural Experiment Station will be Mrs. Dc«w.
part ground limestone, and one versity. where he is an Extension
Mrs. Mae Leadbetter.
The program included: ‘‘Old part salt. Other minerals do not dairyman.
There will be a Masonic Assem County Hospital attaches reported. the speaker at a meeting for all
Freeman Dudley, 29, of 16 Wil- interested in forage crops produc Fashioned Walk”, in pantonine, seem to be necessary unless a debly tonight, Jan. 28. The enterWrote Blackman, “I have had
tainment committee is Mr. and low street suffered first and sec- tion at the North Nobleboro Com by Mabel and Eugene St. Cla'r. ficiency is found.
a question raised with which you
Now that lambing is here, or may be able to help me. Birla
Mrs. Henry Dietz, Dr. and Mrs. B. Ond degree burns of the face, right munity Hall, Thursday, Feb. 2, with accordion accompaniment
by Arthur Clements. Vocal solo by nearing, we should be careful College, Pilani has asked for
D. Redmond and Mr. and Mrs. , band and jcft ]cg when a gas tank at 10.15 a. m.
This meeting came as a result Jean Frye. Mt. Pleasant Grange, about the rations fed to the ewes. some assistance in the develop
Leland Drinkwater.
exploded in his face at Yattaw’s
Gordon Poland who has been Garage Qn Q,d County road Thurs. , of requests from farmers after “Dancing Cheek to Cheek", with One good mixture would be 25 per ment of their dairy program . . I
he annual DH1A meeting at which Lorraine Dow at the piano. "A cent potato pulp, 25 per cent wonder if you could send me a
spendjng a month’s leave with his day afternoon.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Po- ’ Freeman was rushed through Dr- Brow'n sP°ke- according -to Pretty Girl is Like A Melody”, wheat meal, 35 per cent corn, drawing and description of the
girl trio with Theresa Johnson at and 15 per cent oats. This should yokes we (in Maine) use so that
---------------------------------------------------- land left Friday for New York, Rockland streets in the Chevorlet County Agent Gil Jaeger.
Earle Miller were at Burleigh from wheih place he will go to sedan of his co-worker, Cliff YatThe meeting will concern itself the piano. Vocal solo, "When I be started at least a month be- these new humpless oxen can be
Mank’s. North Waldoboro.
England for a three year tour of taw, 26, son of the owner of the ' "rith grasses and legumes, varie- Lost You”, by Harland Rob nson. foie lambing. Especially import used. You will be interested to
WALDOBORO
■ ties and mixtures, and why a “The Girl That I Marry”, ac- ant here would be the wheat know that the yoke here is much
Richard Glaude was in New duty with the Air Force. He is a garage.
meal. We are troubled with stiff smaller and is often held down
MRS RENA CROWELL
member
of
the
Air
Polite.
I
Garage
employees
reported
that
particular
species
should be ; cordion solo by Ted Dorr.
York on business.
Correspondent
j-va
The Laymen’s Fellowship of the' Fi-ceman was cutting up an old chosen for a particular purpose | “Turkey Trot’’, vocal 'solo by lamb disease (otherwise known on the neck by a strap which is
Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Mrs.
Telephone Temple 2-9261
M ist is Misses
E'hel and Doro- Chestnut Street Baptist Church car with an acetylene torch at the Also, fertilizing these crops will Jean Frye, with dancing on the as white muscle disease) here in all that is necessary where there
thyMasters ofRound Pond
Mrs held their regular meeting Wed- time of the explosion. Whilecut- | be considered.
stage by members in costume. “A Maine. This is a vitamin E defi is a good hump.”
Extension Crops Specialist Paul Simple Melody”, girl quartette, I ciency, and this amount of wheat
Dean Deering replied in light
Thayer
Richardson,
A.
A. phy)Hg Russell and Austin Miller ncsday evening at the church ting the nozzle of the gas tank off
j meal should take care of Ulp Prob- vein, saying that other parts of
vestry.
A covered dish supper with the torch, the tank exploded, Mosher will also be on the pro with ukulele accompaniment.
Weeks. Joseph Noyes. Hector Despent Saturday evening with Mr.
was served preceding the meet- hitting him in the stomach and gram as well as the county agent.
nomme, Arthur Moore are at
“Annie, Get Your Gun”, vocal lem. It must be fed for some time the world, namely Peru, had beat
and Mrs. Fled Munroe.
tending a business meeting in
ing with the following serving on burning him.
Dinner will served by the North solo by Harland Robinson. “Al before lambing, however. Two en Blackman to the punch in ask
Several attended the polio dance th(, colnmlttec
Carl clement, , His condition was reported as Nobleboro Extension group.
Salem and Ipswich, Mass., this
ways”, by girl trio with Mrs. weeks is not enough if there is a ing for such information. He addin the Community Building, Rork-, Fr(.d Cotta Rey M H
Jr I "good.”
problem. Start at least a month
that he hoped that people in
week.
Johnson at the piano.
landJ Kenneth Herrick. The
guest' The second worker, Guy SimpSix visiting Granges were repre before lambing. This ration is fed Indja and Peru didn.t think that
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Steward of
Linwood Choate and Lester Nel- speaker of the evening was Fred aonof 7 Trinity street, suffered Grange Corner
sented, 40 Megunticook members at a pound per day per ewe along Main(, was out^t-date and the
Waterville were guests Sunday of
with good quality hay or silage. | onJy piace where information on
son were Sunday supper guests at Crockett.
I internal injuries and was hospitaPioneer Juvenile Grange
. were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown.
Edwin Mank’s.
The Seaside 4-H Club will make I Iizcd when he fel1 f,om a loadin8
It should be increased if hay j ox yokes could be found. “Be that
Pioneer
Juvenile
Grange
reor-1
On
Feb.
1,
a
state
trooper
will
Mrs. Russell Cooney of October
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Sawyer. i a contribution to the Polio Fund PlatJorm at the Algin Corporation ganized Tuesday and elected new be the guest speaker to discuss quality is not really good.
as it may, we never fall down on
Farm has left for New York and
Many other items of feeding a request, even if it Is for an
Sr., Misses Elizabeth and Ercell through its effort of selling bags at Crockett’s Point Wednesday
officers.
Miss
Agnes
Esancy
and
the
traffic
problem.
High
school
is sailing this week for France.
It was reported that Simpson
and management were discussed. tiques,” countered the Dean.
! Sawyer and Carl Sawyer of Rock- of peanuts for Polio, under the di
Mrs. Arlene Anderson are the new pupils will be welcome,
Mrs. John Foster and Mrs.
suddenly blacked out and toppled
Come to the next meeting for
land and Philip Oxton of Thom- rection of the Club leaders, Mrs.
matrons. Installation of officers
Later in the month the State
over the edge of the platform and
Lenord Bidwell were visitors at
For social Items In The Courierreally complete details.
aston were at Russell McLeod’s Frank Leonard and Mrs. Clarwill be held Feb. 14. .
Deputy will be the speaker. The
fell to the floor. He was in “good
the Lincoln Home this week.
Gazette
Phonp 770 Citv
Gil
Jaeger,
County
Agent
ence
Waterman.
' Saturday evening.
polio benefit committee wishes to
Seven Tree Grange
condition”, according to hospital
Mrs. Elsie K. Mank left Tues
The Good Cheer Class of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Griffin of
V
l
sit
remind
the
public
that
all
donaattaches.
Seven Tree Grange will
day for California, where she will
Appleton called at Lloyd Bean’s Congregational Church will meet
Two other accident cases were Weymouth Grange in Thomaston ted Prizc® left 0V(vr from *ame*
spend the rest of the winter.
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
at the Parish House, Wednesday
Mrs. Bernard Benner has been Sunday,
treated at the hospital Wednesday. Monday. Jan. 30 at a Neighbors n'usf be auctioned, at the end of
evening, Feb. 1 at 8 p. m. The
I the evening, today.
Wayne Smith, 14, son of Mrs. i Night Observance.
in Portland to see her daughter,
^r- an^ Mrs. Alex Dickson and
Sunday: 3.00 to 10.30
Daily: 2.00-6.30-8.30
hostesses for the evening will be
Marion Smith of 81 Grace street
-----------Mrs. Marjorie Martin, who is a David of Rockland were at J.
Mrs. Harry Tounge, Mrs. Betty cut h,s
thjgh whfin hf fe„ on
Slow Down And Live!
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette
surgical patient at the Maine Johannison’s.
Meeling. Mrs. Gilbert Harmon. the blade of anQther skater while
General Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of
Mrs. Paul Parks and Mrs. Henry- skating. He was released follow
Rev. Kathleen Weed and Laura Washington, Mrs. Mabel Mank Manning.
ENDS SATURDAY: "THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY"
ing treatment for the deep lacera
Jameson of Friendship were in an^ Louis Boissonneault of Waltion.
town Tuesday.
doboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
ALL OF EACH OTHER
ROCKLAND
Four year old Gertrude Black,
Mrs. Amy Wiley of Medomak Black. Sr., of Tenants Harbor B. & M. Staff
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
has been a guest of her sister, were at Joseph Glaude, Sr., re'Continued From Page One)
MAINE
THAT HEAVEN
Black of Thomaston, was treated
Mrs. Katie Eugley.
cently.
great.
(TEL892)
for a puncture wound in her left
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robbins
Mrs. Maude Gray and Mrs.
Mrs. Geary said this would give
ankle received when she fell from
WOULD
and son David were in Union re- Mrs. Clifford Allen of Rockland the fishermen an opportunity for bpr bfd onjQ jbe f)oor ,,nd s(ruck
equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
cently.
were Thursday guests of Mrs. J. some security and possible investa piece of wire. The accident oc
The Bridge Club met Thursday °- Jamesoiy
ment in the fishing industry,
ALLOW!
curred at home. The child was
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
evening at the home of Mrs. Ros<
Mr- and Mrs Nicol Pease of
Both
parties
expressed
the released after treatment.
Weston. The next meeting will be R°ckland. Mr. and Mrs. Harold belief that canning of fish on the
held Monday
evning with Mrs Black. Jr., of Tenants Harbor island could be done profitably
Rena Crowell
Main Street. spent Saturday evening at Joseph with the cooperation of both the Army Agency
___________
Glaude, Jr's.
i supplier and the manufacturer.
Seeks Auditors
The Odds and Ends Club met
The meeting was set to allow the
EAST WALDOBORO
with Mrs. Cathy Ames im Rock company officials opportunity to , Tbe Army Audit Agency an0
ln.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Luce of
land Wednesday evening. Re- talk directly with the island fish- nounced today there is an immedWaldoboro visited at Sulo Pietila's fr,.?hments were served.
ermen in an effort to reach an ja(e Becd for auditors in its New
Thursday evening.
J. Glaude, Jr., and family spent understanding.
| yorR region
annual salaries
Mr. and Mis. Russell McLeod. Fridav evening at Earle Revnold's
THE ({a^iu^icenTS&uC OF
rlle comPall5’ has suffered a rangjng from $5,440 to $8,990. The
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden. in Thomaston.
l,00r Vear which
attributed to New York Rcgion has officej. ]Q.
“MSSNIFICENI OBSESSION"
small supplies of fish and price cated in New Y'ork City; Port
Jr., attended the poultry show in
uncertainties.
Lewiston Thursday.
Newark. N. J.. Bridgeport, Conn.;
The B&M plant on the island
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Widde- \ BENEFIT DANCE 5
Boston and Rochester, N. Y.
employs about 50 people in seacomb of Rockland and Mr. and
A minimum of five years ac
.
‘
■
onal
work
during
the
summer
Mrs. Zenas Melvin of Thomaston
counting and auditing experience
ACORN GRANGE HALL
5 and the visiting officials admitted is required for these positions,
were callers at Clifton Millers.
they were eager to resume opera
Robert and Charles Jones and
FISHING
however, a college degree in ac
tions in the plant and eliminate
Mrs. Annie Mank were in Rock
counting may be substituted for
the
erratic,
on
and
off
operations
^Saturday, Jan. 28;
land Friday.
The
to some extent if production con three years of required experi
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sim
ence.
To
qualify,
experience
in
hilarious
ditions warranted it.
8.30 to 12.00
mons called at Clemer Burns'
Also attending the meeting were public accounting or industrial
story of
and Mrs. Edna Dyer's in South
Hollis Burgess, Vinalhaven B*M cost accounting or auditing is esMusic by Hawaiianaires
a husband
Waldoboro and f'harles Copeland's
plant manager; Lucy Skoog, sec scntial. Similar experience in
Donation 50c
ill South Warren Sunday.
Government
is
also
accepted.
who got
retary of the industrial
com
■1
Mrs. Annie Miller, Mr. and Mrs. sPersons interested in these im
mittee; and Ambrose A. Peterson
nervous
portant Civil Service positions
of the industrial committee.
because
Both parties agreed that the should immediately apply to the
his wife
meeting was very friedly and ex- executive secretary, Board of U.
pressed opinions that something S.
Civil
Service
Examiners,
was in
.i.i, AGNES MOOREHEAD - CONRAD NAGEL • VIRGINIA GREY
constructive could come out of the Armed Forces Audit Agencies.
the
service!
tii'cM
b, DOUGLAS SIRK- Scania by PEG FENWICK- Pio4m4 b, ROSS HUNTER
180
Varick
street,
New
York
14.
future meeting at the island.
New York.
MONEY IN 1 DAY

they wanted

"lom Evuell
Sheree North.

THE

Lieutenant

wore

SKIRTS

9

Jane Wan
Rock Hudson

LOANS

J25,s50,5100;.p$1200
<9*

"JtatM O»ftf
or other pion*

Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months,
"bit imuraiKe »t bo a«fO»t»onai cwt ihrouih
lobe Hancock Wu’mi L'»e Insurants CoToaey.’’

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone: 1730

AT OUR REGULAR PRICES

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE ttVLL

Every Saturday — 9-12.30
Music by the Nor’Kasters
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
83-S-tf

PUBLIC PARTY

ROCKLAND

G. A. R. HALL
Monday, January 30
2

r.

m.

CinemaScopE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Pogo Sroo

TENANTS HARBOR LOBSTERMAN

ON STATE ADVISORY BOARD

Knox County
Bond Meeting

CONCERNED WITH FISHERIES

Thursday Night

in the adult classes, under the
Lobsterman William S. Cook of
Y B.A. program. Studies in For- Tenants Harbor and Stanley J.
eign Missions in the children's de- Tupper. Commissioner of Sea and
partments will continue under Shore Fisheries, were appointed
their leaders. At the 11 a. m., to the advisory board of the Deworship service Mr. Staples will partment for the Development of
speak on the subject "What Do Industry and Commerce, by ComYou Think of Christ?" The month- missioner Carl J. Broggi Wednesly meeting of the officers and day night.
St. Bernard’s Church in Rock- teachers of the church school
The announcement was made
land,Sunday services, 8 and 11 will be held in the Lend-A-Rind by Broggi at the area Industrial
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom- ! class room from 5.30 to 6 p. m.. clinic hold at the Thorndike Ho-

St. Peter’s Episcopal Church:
Order of Services: Parish Communion and Sermon, 930 a. m.;
Communion
Breakfast.
10.30;
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays.
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 7.30 a m., Wednesday,
6 a. m.
• • •

been held at Bangor, Ellsworth.
Machias and Presque Isle for the
six northern and eastern counties
of the state. A total of 450 persons had attended the first lour
clinics.
Duties of the two new appointees will be to seek out new
markets for lobster. Broggi spoke
on the area’s lobster Industry
crediting it with an imjwrtant
part in the Knox and Lincoln

Interest seems to be growing
for
format,on of a Knox
County Band with no restrictions

on a*e' R “ ’n no senae 10 Conflict with any existing group of
musicians, the promoters state,
but rather a new band, county
wide in scope with weekly coi>
certs in the several towns of the

count>’ durin« thc summer,
A meeting of all prisons in any
Counties’ economy.
A one day industrial develop- way interested in a Knox Coun
ment course will be held in Rock
ty Band will be held at 7.30 next
land, Saturday, 3.30 and 7 p. m. jn
vestry at 6 p. m., to con- wras the largest of the five such land during the next month for inThursday night. Feb. 2. in the
! tinue their mission study. At the clinics conducted by Broggi and terested citizens in the area, it auditorium of Farnsworth Muse
Evangelist GeraldYarbrough of j evening service at 7.15 Mr. Sta- h‘s staff. Previous Clinics have was announced at the meeting.
um. Vere Crockett widely known
Augusta will lead services for pies will use as his subject “The .............. ..... ......................................................................................................................
band leader, is among those in
members of the Church of Christ Rich Young
Ruler.” Tuesday
terested in the formation of the
i at Grand Army Hall Sunday after night at 7. Bible study in the MAINE LOBSTER CATCH FOR 1955
now band. Thc invitation is ex
] noon, at three. The public is in- Book of Acts will continuc in tbe KAII I IQM POUNDS AHEAD OF
tended to all interested men and
vited.
prayer meeting in the vestry, and
VI
women, regardltss of age.
! will be followed by the choir reMaine fishermen trapped over grams must be continued and
The Pratt Memorial Methodist hearsal at 8 p. m. There will be one million more pounds of lob- further expanded during the peak
' Church, Merle S. Conant, minis a Ladies' Aid slipper Wednesday gterg during 1955 than they did production months of the summer
ter, will meet for worship at 10.30. night at 6.30 followed by a film. .
and fall. “You don’t win new mar*
The sermon theme will be “Jesus The hostesses invite all members in the previous year, and they kets and then sit hack and rest
and the Four Worlds.’’ Anne Da of the church and parish to attend "erp Pa‘d an average of 1.3 cents on your laurels." the commission
vis will play “Andante in G” these suppers, and enjoy the fel- a pound more for their catch.
er pointed out.
by Hesse, “Eye Hath Not Seen” lowship of the evening
These figures, based on com
The total lobster catch in 1955
by Gaul and 'Postlude” by Ba- |
pilations available as of Jan. 1. was In excess of 22.700.000 pounds,
tiste. The junior choir will preAt the Sunday morning service indicate that the lobster industry as
compared
with
21.667,713
When making out your will re
sent two anthems, and C. Eugene at 8.45 a. m., at the Owls Head is in a healthy state, Commission- pounds marketed in 1H54.
The
member your church and your
DcGroff will sing as his solo "Not Baptist Church, the pastor, Rev. er of Sea and Shore Fisheries average price this past year was hospital.
A Sparrow Falleth.” by Abt. The Chester M. Staples, will use as Stanley R. Tupper states.
38.6 cents a pound, while in 1954
-------------------Church School will meet for the his subject. "What Do You Think
"Not only was production up." fishermen received an average of i
MISS ANNIE F. HAHN
study of the Bible at 11 o'clock of Jesus?” Sunday School will fol- Commissioner Tupper pointed out. 37.3 cents a pound.
Miss Annie F. Hahn of 4 North
with trained teachers in charge ]Ow at 10 and the B.Y.F. will meet “but prices were up also — which
Value of the 1955 catch was Main street died Jan. 26 at a lo
ot each class. Each member of jn the church at 6 Sunday night, is something ofan economic novel$8,640,000. The previous year fish- !
cal nursing home.
i the parish is invited to join one The prayer meeting of this ty.”
ermen received $8,087,165 for the I She was born in Waldoboro, the
of the classes. The Youth Fellow- church is held at 7.30 Thursday
But Tupper cautioned that pro- state's most famous sea food youngest daughter of thelata
ship will meat at 5.30 with Phil night.
! motional and advertising pro- product.
Gardner and Mary Mank Hahn,
Haskell conducting the devotions i
• • »
|___________________
_____________________________________________ __________________
formerly of Waldoboro. She is
’ , and Charles Cross presenting a I At the First Baptist Church the ____ , .
Minnie Wall. Mrs. Ruth Marshall survived by one niece. Flora H.
fine group of pictures of his trip Ohurch School will have an hour
! and Mrs. Georgia Walker.
Spear of Portland and one nephew
to Texas.
; of Bible study for all ages at 9.30 ROCKPORT
The following officers were in- ' Sumner c- Hahn ol Rockland.
The Boy Scouts will meet on a. m. In the morning worship ser- MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH ducted into office for the coming
Funeral services will be held
Monday night at 7 o’clock with vice at 10.45 the pastor, Rev. Ed- j
Correspondent
year.
Sunday from
Burpee Funeral
Telephone Camden 2483
Scoutmaster
Harold
Whitehill ward T. Barram. will
have as
Mrs. Sara Pendleton, president; ! Home at 2 p. m.. with Rev. Merle
conducting the program, and the his sermon subject, "It Is No
: Miss Jean Heath, senior vice 3 Conant officiating. Interment
Girl Scouts will meet on Tuesday Secret.” Small children will be
The Try-To-Help Club met on president; Mrs. Stella Simonton. 1 wl" b“ in G08*1611 Cemetery, Walafternoon at 3.30 with Gertrude cared for in the nursery during Mondayevening at the home
of secretary; Mrs Alice Simonton doboroSale in charge of the activities. the morning service. The Early Mrg Ethe,
Spear Main street.
conductor. Mrs u,Uan simonton.
The weekly prayer service will Teen-Agers and the Senior Am The next meeting will be held on assistant conductor; Mrs. Betty JESSE W. SMITH
be held on Tuesday night at 7.30 bassadors will have their meet- Monday evening at the home of Bohndell. assistant guard; Mrs J Jesse W. Smith. 83, died at his
with a program of song, prayer ings at 5.45 p. m. The pre-service Mrs. Abbie Sylvester on
Beech Vinie Johnson, patriotic instruc home, 14 Broad street, WednesI and Bible study. Read Acts 10 for prayer meeting will be at 6.45. street.
tor; Mrs. Ellen Bohndell, press I day evening.
’ i this week. The Family Night sup- The evening service will open at
Mrs. Blanche
Carver enter- correspondent; color bearers, No. ’ He was born in Rockland,
f I per will be held on Wednesday 7 with a song and testimony ser
tained the Rockport Thimble Club l, Mrs. Evelyn Heath; No. 2. Mrs. March 18. 1872, son of James and
night at 6 o’clock with the men vice. During the portion that is at her home on Tuesday. Dinner Alice Marshall; No. 3, Mrs. Eliz- MarSaret Kaler Smith. He is suri i of the parish serving as the com broadcast over WRKD from 7.30 was served and the hostess pre- a.beth Shvne; No. 4. Mias Marion viv‘>d by his wl<tow Mrs.
Clara
mittee. Leon Fickett will serve to 8. music will be by the choir gented each gucst witb a sport Wcidman. Mrg Gt.rtrude Tallen- Wi,ey Slr'ith and one niece'
as the chairman. The junior choir and a soloist, and Mr. Barram’s handkerchief. Next meeting will bloom, musician.
Mr Smith was a retlred en«iwill rehearse on Friday afternoon message will be on "Christ or be held at thc homeof Mrs Eve.
Dppt chaplain. Mrs. Lillian Sincer> retiri"K from the Lime Rock
r < at 3.30. and the senior choir will Condemnation.
jyn Crockett, Pleasant street, on monton installed Mrs. Effie Sal- Ra"roa<l
1938.
N meet for rehearsing on Friday
Funeral services will be held
The Colonist Pioneer Girls will Tuesday
isbury as chaplain.
I night at 7 o’clock The Woman’s meet Monday night at 6.30. Thc
Mr al;d Mrg. Herbert Crockett
Mrs. Ann Young. Mrs. Dorothy the BurPPe Funeral Home with
cnnncnr o
oaxtImct Golden Hour of rx
M j Praise and son Charles and Mr.
.
D,,..
o
1 !\ Rrvcinfv
Society will
will sponsor
a S
Sewing
Prayer and
and Upham and M rs. Emma Torrey, I Rpv Mcrle S C°nant- officiating.
Meeting on Thursday at 10 o’clock, and Bible Study will be held on Mrs. Charles Carver were Sun- who were absent, will be installed ^atur<iay (today) at 2 p. m.. from
, i The committee for the event Tuesday at 720. Wednesday the day guegts of Miss Katherine at the next meeting as guard. , Interment in Achorn Cemetery.
! will be Ivy Ghatto and Alice Con-1 Pilgrim Pioneer Girls will have Hamilton in Brunswick.
junior vice president and treajsur- j
GEORGE I.. CHRISTIE
J ant. The group will sew on apron i their meeting at 3.30. the StockMr and Mrg Horace A. Bailey er. respectively.
material.
! ade for boys at 7, and the choir of South Portiand Werc Monday
Mrs. Pendleton the incoming' George L. Christie, 70. of Win
ms o .K
\
m
a- . rebearsal at 7 30- Thursday the
tg of Mrg. Mabel witbee.
1 president, presented
the paat ter street, died at a Bangor nurs
The South Thomaston Methodist I Junior Ambassadors ...u,
Mrg Hazcl ■ will ___
meet. ..
at
Daucette has re- president’s badge to her mother, ! ing home, Jan. 26.
Church will meet for worship at
He was born in Albania. Europe,
3.30. On Saturday at 7.30 there turned to her home on Russell Mrs. Stella Simonton, the outgo7 o’clock. Rev. Merle Conant will will be a prayer hour at the
Avenue after a visit with her isg president. Mrs. Simonton also j the son of George and Celia
preach on the subject "Jesus and cburcb
in preparation for Sunday daug;ytcr and family, Mr. and received a gift from the officers
hristie. He has no known rclaFour Worlds.” All members of thc services.
! Mrs. Ohesley Emery in Provi- and members for her year of ser- i *'ves *n tb‘s country.
parish are invited to the service.
Funeral services wall be held
I vice.
dence, R. I.
At the Church of the Nazarene.
Monday mlorning at 10 o’clock
The
WSCS
of
the
Rockport
Mrs.
Salisbury
als
0
received
a
1
At the First Universalist Church
Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor, the MptlbodLst
win h0]d a gift for her services as insUlling ' from the
Funeral Home
Jan. 29, at the 11 a. m., service,
Sunday School starts at 9.45 a. m,,eting at tbe honll, of Mrs. Dor. officer, in which capacity she was < *’v*Lh Rev. Haig J. Nargesian of
x Rev. George H. Wood will preach
m. Morning worship is at 10.43 olhy Crockett, Limerock street. letter perfect.
,
I Camden, officiating.
c i and there will be choir selections
§ with Mrs. Esther Rogers, director and the sermon is "The Chris on Wednesday evening. Hostesses Committees appointed by the 1
—
tian’s Greatest Charge.” The will be
KENNISTOX
Mrs. Lorraine Brown new president for the coming H-'RR'
and Mrs. Vesta Orr organist. The
Young People will hold their Mrg Juaniu Colby and
Mrs. years are:
Relief committee, ; Harr>' p- Kcnniston died early
Church School with Supt. Sam
meeting at 6 p. m.
“Divine Crockett.
Mrs. Alice Simonton, chairman. Thursda>' morning at his residence
} Collins. Jr., meets at 11 a. m.,
Healing” is the sermon topic for
Mrs. Dorothy Upham and Mrs. on Ingraham Lane.
Women's Relief Corp*
also. Ushers and greeter are ar
the service at 7 o’clock. The mid
He was born in Rockland, the
The Fred A . Norwood National Ann Young; auditing committee,
ranged by Louis A. Walker. The
week prayer service will be at
son
of William and Nettie Ingra
Mrs.
Ellen
Bohndell.
chairman,
Women's Relief Corps, No. 26 of
5 church and parish paper of the
the home of Mrs. Ursula Rich
Rockport held its installation last Mrs. Ann Young and Mrs. Mar ham Kenniston. He was a retired
j week expresses sympathy to the
ards, 8 Washington street.
week at the GAR Hall on Church garet Wood; executive committee. hotel clerk and formerly a semifamilies of Alfred Bruce Higgs
Mrs. Lillian Simonton, chairman. professional baseball player.
street.
and Fred A. Trafton. Announce
Youth Sunday will tie the order
He Is survived by his widow.
Mrs. Effie Salisbury Past Dept. Mrs. Alice Marshall, Mrs. Vinie
ment is also made in the parish of the day at the Congregational
Johnson.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Shvne.
!
Annie
Ellts Kenniston. ot Rockpaper that on the next Sunday. Church next Sunday, with the 33- President was the installing ofFeb. 5, Scouting Sunday will be voice junior choir presenting two ficer, assisted by Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Stella Simonton; conference land; one son. Lloyd Kenniston of
observed, and there will be a rpe- anthems, and the high school Wood, Past Dept. Chaplain as in- j committee,Mrs. Effie Salisbury. Pembroke; three sisters. Mrs.
stalling chaplain and Mrs. Alice Mrs. Vinie Johnson, Mrs. Ann R°»« Norwood and Mrs. Mary
j cial speaker at Feb. 5 divine seryouth conducting the entire ser- SjmontQn Pagt Dept president. Young; child welfare. Mrs. Vinie Prescott, both of Camden and
! vice wdth Mr. Wood. Miss Alice
vice except for a christening
installing conductor.
I Johnson; hospital, Miss Marion Mrs. Elizabeth Piper of Rockland.
M. Harrison. National Youth Di- which the pastor will perform. ,
Color bearers for installation Weidman.
: He was a member of the
; rector of thc CjL.C.
Church School classes will con-1
Elected as delegates to the de- Knight of Pythias,
The schedule of the week in- vene at 9.15 and 10.30 and the were Mrs. Sadie Grover. Mrs.
partment convention were Mrs.
Funeral services will be held
I eludes: Monday evening, Jan. 30, Comrades of thc Way will omit
Stella
Simonton.
Mrs.
Lillian
SiSaturday
(today) at 2 p. m. from
Mrs.
Basil
Brown
and
Bonnie
regular Boy Scout Troop 203 their evening meeting. A church
meeting at the vestry, and also an meeting will convene at the close Brown of East Union were in Wa monton and Mrs. Emma Torrey, the Russell Funeral Home with
and as alternates. Mrs. Gertrude Rev. Edward T. Barram offictaA.U.W. committee planning ses- Qf mornlng serviee.
terville Friday.
sion at the home of Mrs. Ben
Mr. and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau Tallenbloom. Mrs. Effie Sa is- ting. Interment will be in Achorn
Appointments for the week
*, Cemetery.
Dowling. A.U.W. president; Wed- ciude Monday Girl Scout Troop attended the Grierson-Soule re- bury and Miss Jean Heath.
Following the installation a so- '*-------------------nesday. Feb. 1. at 2 p. m., the 201 meets at 3. Den Chiefs of ception held in the Grange Hall
Making both ends meet would
Association of Universalist Wom Pack 206 meets at 5 p. m. for sup- in Washington Jan. 15. Mrs. cial hour was enjoyed and a buf- ■
en meets at the vestry when wor- per served by Den Mothers of Grierson (June Soule) is Mrs. fet lunch was served by Mrs. Lil- be comparatively easy if people
lian Simonton and Mrs. Alice Si- didn’t buy things their neighbors
ship is in charge or Mrs. George Dpns j anrf 2 wjlh training after. Croteau’s niece.
can’t afford to.
Palmer, program by Mrs. Joshua warda and Troop 2Q6 meeU at ?
Mrs. Lester Merrill called on monton.
aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good Sunday and the Y.B.A. Teacher tel.
The meeting, drawing 175
Hope Church, Camden, 9.30 a. m. ‘ Training Classes will follow from community representatives from
Confessions at St. Bernard s Rock- j 6 to 7 p. m. The B.YJF. will meet the Knox-Lincoln County area,

THE CHURCH FOR AU . . .

A baby doesn't “just happen." He is created
through a slow and intricate process designed by
Cod.

Neither does a delinquent “just happen.” He, too,
is created—gradually—by little wrongs and big,
all human-caused.
Insecurity, improper associates or environment
and lack of love often push a child into developing
criminal tendencies.
Neglect, lack of guidance, lack of education and
religious training will cause him to weaken and
become sick morally and spiritually.

Responsible mothers and fathers will endeavor
to protect their children from these evils. They
will love a child. They will supervise his activi
ties, and see that he has adequate religious edu
cation.
They will see that he goes regularly to Sunday
School and Church, and they’ll go along with him.
As a responsible parent, be sure that you create
a Christian—not a criminal.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

ALL FOR THE CHURCH
to/Churkh ,‘s lhe 9reotest fa
'or co earth for ihe bu.ld.n,
'h’r*'*r.ar‘d ’°°d c‘:‘«nsht’. It

w/ho ;*hou'?ci,p‘r‘,uoi
Without a s,.on3 Church
”
»uTm.'aCThn°r C‘7‘!'2a''°" «"
Sjrvi/e There are four

XrT Wry G'6!y PerSOn should

at.er.d services regularly o-id s- c
P«t the

Church

They

are

(b

chlWr “ °*nL 5ai"
(2) f°' »'/
cht.dren s sake. (3) For ,he J!
of his
--community and nat

B^hda',7U,a^ °"d

S-day...

Monday ..Psalms

Tuesday

’ow

--

Vers.,
114

Isaiah

Wednesday Luke
Thursday Luk,

Jt'day
Luke
Saturday. . pSalm,

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Rockland - Camden - Union - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline, Range A Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

E. B. CROCKETT STORES, INC.

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

For Your Floral Needs

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 1888

Packard and Willy s
Sales and Service

COMPTON'S

Mobil-Flanie Bottled Gas Distributor
TEL. 1135
ROCKLAND, ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Coverings and Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA and ALA Emergency Road Service
TEL. 8004
MM KLAND, ME.

Men’s Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1782

STANLEY'S GARAGE

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKLAND, ME.

“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Bark”

ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.

LINCOLN E. McRAE

Growers and Buyers of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As Yon Want It

CARL M. STILPHEN

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUG?
Prescription Sperialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOMASTON, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercurv
ROUTE 1
THOMASTON, ME.

G & E TEXACO SERVICE
Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON, MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

Men’s and Boys’ Wear
433-435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

EDWARDS AND COMPANY

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

The Cream of Ice Cream

DANIELS JEWELERS

THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

Rockland's Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Mclntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.

Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractor*
262 PLEASANT ST.
ROCKLAND

AL'S HAIRDRESSING
SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.
COLLINS & FOSS, INC.

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
Home of Dnteh Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W ROCKLAND

MARITIME OIL CO.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE
MAKES WARM FRIENDS
Roekland 1311, If No Answer Call 896-R

Dry Cleansers
ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

N. Southard who will present
Miss Ruth Rogers speaking on the
topic "Religious Book Reviews."
and tea with Mrs. Ardrey Orff,
chairman. In the evening on Feb.
1, a special supper for Tonian
Circle members with the younger
women of the ohurch and parish
as special guests, is scheduled at
the vestry’ w-ith Miss Katherine
Veazie as supper chairman and
Mrs. Levi Flint. Tonian president
in charge of the general meeting.
All persons are welcome always
at the First Universalist Worship
and Church
School.
Circles.
Classes and Events.

m Tui,gdayt Gir,
Troop
mcctf. a, , thf Spnjor chojr
rehea„c< at ?; Wednesday the
monthly m„ting of the Woman's
Aggociation
at 3. Thurs-

friends In Union Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Emily Pushaw. who is FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mank
spending the winter with her son.
Harry Pushaw and wife, was a (Mildred Burns) have moved to
dinner guest recently of Mr. and ‘heir new home in Broad Cove
Mrs. Lettie Coilamore has reday thc Odds and Ends meet at Mrs. Joseph Pushaw. The occaturned
home from a visit in Taun7.30. Saturday the
Board of sion being Mr. Pushaw’s birthday,
•
Trustccg n,ecls at noon for luncb
Bonnie Brown of Easd Union ton, Mass.
Mrs. Marcia Davis was on the
to be followed by a meeting at spent the weekend at the Pussick list on Tuesday and Wedneswhich the Board will organize for haw's home.
the new year.
j Neighbors are grieved at the j
-------------------' death of "Mighty”, pet dog of C.}
p

THOflNDIKEVILLE

M. Richards.
"Mighty” was a !
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown of favorite of the neighborhood.
Thomaston werc Sunday callers at
Mr. and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau
Lester Merrills.
I recently visited relatives in Wa- ;
Mi/s Lucretia Pushaw of South tcrville. calling on their mother, ,
At the Sunday School service at
H°I* ls s-Pending the week as Mrs. Laura Soule, and sister. I

the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church at the corner of Camden
street and Philbrick avenue. Jan.
20 at 9 45 the pastor Rev. Chester
M Staples, will conduct a claee
,1 in the study of Foreign Missions, [

of hrr »>«>«»". Jack Pus- Shirlic Bogle, in F.ardiner. Mr.and
Mildred Thordlke of South Hope
I Mr. and Mrs. Adeile Bumps of accompanied them
to Coopers
South China were Sunday callers Mills and visited
her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs.
i Mrs. Webster, at "Wilson
• ’s NursMr- and Mrs- Joseph Pushaw,, tag Home

day. Mrs. Kenneth Thompson substited at the village school.
Mrs. Frank Hatch* of Biloxi,
Miss., has arrived due ‘p the illness of her mother MiS. Ruth
Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cookware
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter on Thursday.

MONEY FOR HOMES
REPAIR
TO BUY-BUILDEasy Monthly Payments
Rockland Loan &
Association
16 School Stroot

ToL 430

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 28, 1956

Page Fight

Girls of Troop
13 Elect Gail

Social Matters
Mrs. Neva Heath was the guest
of honor at a surprise stork show
er at a supper party Wednesday
evening at the home of Mrs.
Wanda Iott at Crescent Beach.
Mrs. Dorothy Stone was eo-ho-teas. Mrs. Heath received many
lovely gifts A social hour was
enjoyed after the supper Present
were:
Mrs. Carolyn Wingate.
Mrs. Jacky Paul. Mrs. Mary Ben
ner. Mrs. Joan Feylcr. Mrs.
Jacky McLain. Mrs. Sadie MacShane. Mrs. Agnes MacWilliams.
Mrs. Constance Lehtinen, Mrs.
Bette Harvey. Mrs. Dorothy Stone
Mrs. Audrey Payson, the guest
ol honor and the hostess

The Board of Directors of the
League of Women Voters will
hold a workshop session on cur
rent League problems Monday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Hora
tio Cowan. 241 Broadway League
members may attend.

Mrs. Edward Barram was the
principal speaker on Wednesday
evening at the Ladies H'Jtne
League Meeting at the Salvation
Army. The services of worship
by Mrs. Carl Brungard included
the Scripture portion read by Miss
Frances Larrahee and the rcadirg
Carol Page Hawkins
of "The Pearl of Great Price” by
Mr. and Mrs Alvin K. Hawkins
Mrs. Carl Wooster. Mrs. Edward
ram spoke on “Regrets”. Feb. of St. George announce the enMiss Joan Porter spent three 1 the Home League will have their gagment of their daughter. Carol
Page to Richard A. Paulsen, son
weeks in Waterford. Conn . at the annual Valentine party.
of
Mr. and Mrs. John Paulsen of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Urbain
Boothbay Harbor.
Tondrever. She also visited Mr. Rainbow Girls
Miss Hawkins is a graduate of i
and Mrs. Malcolm Clark in Mid
St. George High School and of the
dletown. Conn., and then went to Install Staff
Rockland School of Commerce '
Brooklyn. N. Y., to visit her
and is employed by the Camden ;
grandmother, Mrs. Doris Ferron. On Sunday
and Rockland W’ater Company.
The installation of officers of
Mr. Paulsen is a graduate of
Volunteers who will staff the Tri Rockland Assembly, Order of
Thomaston High School and is em
County Maine Cancer Society of Rainbow for Girls will be held
ployed by the Coastal Lobster
fice at 431 Main street for the Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock at
Company.
the
Masonic
Temple
with
Miss
week of Jan. 30 are:
Monday.
No date has been set for the.
Withington,
retiring
Mrs. Edward Noyes of Rockland: Yvonne
wedding.
Tuesday. Misa Nora Beaver and worthy advisor as the installing
Mrs. Hugo Hoehachild of Thomas officer. She will be assisted by
ton; Wednesday,
Mrs. Joseph Miss Ellen Maxey as marshal, Youth Sunday
Badger and Miss Dorothy Kent ot Miss Sandra Hardy as chaplain,
Camden; Thursday. Mrs. Merrill and Miss Norma Clark as record To Be Observed
King and Mrs. Leslie Wilson of er. Mrs. Alta Dimiek will be or
At Congo Church
Rockland; Friday. Miss Margaret ganist for the ceremonies.
Miss
Barbara
Whitehill,
daughter
Simms of Clark Island and MrsThe Rockland Congregational
of Mr. and Mis. Harold Whitehill
Joel Miller of Thomaston.
Church will observe Youth Sunday
of Hill Street, will be installed as
on January 29 with its 33 voice
worthy advisor. Other elected of
The Rockport Extension Asso
Junior Choir singing at its 10.40
ficers to be installed are Miss Syl
ciation held a meeting Jan. 24
via Sulides, worthy associate ad a. m. service. Mrs. Howard E.
In the Town Hall. There were 14
visor;
Miss
Patricia
Yorke, Rollins is organist and Mrs. Winmembers present. The Home Charity; Miss Judith Pease, Hope; ola Cooper the choir director.
Demonstration Agent Mrs. Folsom Miss Linda Fugal, recorder; Miss Four high school youth will usher:
talked on "Your Food. Your Judith Childs, treasurer; and Mjss William Bird. Edward Crane.
Pocketbook and You" which was Ellen Maxey, Faith. Other offi Holman Davis and Robert Plum
very interesting and informative. cers will be appointed and in mer; while 12 others of high
Dinner was served by Mrs. Edna stalled.
school age will take speaking
Sharpe. Mrs. Effie Salisbury and
Members of the Masonic bodies. parts. There are: Invocation.
Mrs. Edith Buzzell.
Moments with the
Eastern Star and families and Larry Bird;
friends of the Rainbow girls are Children, Joann Hudson; Respon
A nationwide audience will hear invited to attend.
sive Reading. Donna Smallwood;
a program entitled "Christianity
The Scriptures, Janice Black;
and Science," to be broadcast by
Pastoral Prayer. Gail Ladd; Of
CBS Radio “Church of the Air” Martinsville
fertory Prayer. Carolyn Bird;
series. In co-operation with the
Benediction. Ix>uise West; and the
MARJORIE HUPPER
Christian Science Church on Jan.
five parte of the sermon "Citi
Correspondent
Telephone 55-4
39.
zenship Under Christ”: Sandra
Strickland. Darrell Spencer, Suz
Mrs. Harold Hupper attended anne Barstow. Mabel Foster and
On Wednesday the monthly
meeting of the Association of the Agricultural Trade Show at Rosalie Halligan.
Universalis! Women will meet ip Lewiston one day last week.
In addition to this service, the
the vestry, with Mrs. George Palm
Mr. and Mrs. James Verrier, Rockland Congregational youth
er in charge of worship service, who spent several weeks in Flori will co-operate in the interdenomi
Mrs. J. N. Southard will be chair da. have returned north and are national youth service to be held
man of the program with Miss visiting with their family in New on February 5, at the Thomaston
Ruth Rogers as speaker, whosi Jersey for a short time.
Federated Church, at 4 p. m. and
topic Will be, "Religious Book Re
The Ladies Sewing Circle met will play host to representatives
views" Mrs. Ardrey Orff. chairman for its annual meeting with elec of
the
Congregational youth
of the tea will be assisted hy Mrs. tion of officers at the home of groups from Camden to Bath on
Ronald Gillis. Mrs. E. C. Boody. Misses Lena and Elizabeth Har February 19 when the state presi
Mrs. Joshua Southard. Mrs. Clin ris on Thursday Jan. 19.
dent. David Bust in of Sebago
ton Bowley. Mrs. Richard Spear.
Recently Mrs. Paul Shorb of Lake, will be present.
Mrs. Irving Blackman. Mrs. John Washington. D. C., and her son,
This is the 13th year the last
Post, Mrs. Theodore Strong. Mrs. Dr. Paul Shorb of Baltimore, Md., week of January has been obser
Harold Marshall, ol' Rockland, and spent a few days at “Spruce ved as Youth Week. It is shared
Mrs. Irving Johnson and Mrs. Coves”.
in by thousand's of youths in every
George Durkee of Camden
state of the union and by most de
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Cook
nominations The theme this year
spent a few days recently in Con
Just arrived at the Mandarin
is “Our Citizenship Under Christ”.
necticut as guest of Mrs Cook's
Dress Shop, New Gowns for Klppy
sister and family, the Rockwells.
K&mlval Ball. Spring Dresses
weeks.
This weekend they will
Friends of Joel Hupper of New
sizes 7 to 22 K-. 375 Main Street,
spend at the Sawyer’s former
York and Martinsville will be in
(over Paramount Restaurant).
pastorate. York. Penn., with sev
12-11 terested to know that he is now eral friends.
On Sunday Mrs.
stationed with the Army in Talgu,
Sawyer is to be honored in cele
Clearance Sale on Imperial and Korea.
bration of her birthday. Op Mon
Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer left day they will start on a trip with
Btrahan Wallpaper at Edward
Gonia Store, Rockland.
7-12 Thursday for a holiday of several . a York. Penn., couple as their
I guests for a month in Hollywood,
| Fla.

Bar

At The

I

THORNDIKE HOTEL

Rev. Alfred Wilson of Spruce
' Head will supply the pulpit at the
, Ridge Church during Rev. John
Sawyer’s absence.

Do too much for your children
and they will never be able to do
much for themselves.
The game of politics is usually
a contest built around allegation
and alibi.

SERVICE

Treat Your Home To
Top Performance

The Wet

Tito

The Mel Stafford Trio Is Now Playing At the Thorndike
Hotel Every Night from 8.30 to 12 P. M. For Good Music
and Dancing Hear This Trio. It Is a Treat For This Area,
Believe Me.
NATE,
AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

Sharp, Hear TV images; staticfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasures
are yours when you rely on us
for prompt, efficient service
and repairs.

Richards

I Radio - Television'
SALES and SERVICE
107 MAIN ST.

THOMASTONl

)l»uy Phone 151 2 - Night*, 151-3]

9-S-15

lM-S-tfl

UNION MISS ENGAGED TO AIRMAN Stork Shower
Here For Girl

Carver President

In Wisconsin

A meeting of Girl Scout Troop
13 was held Tuesday at Pratt Me
morial
Methodist
Church.
at
which time tentative plana for a
food sale were made. The sale
will be held some time during the
next few weeks.
Officers were were elected dur
ing the meeting They included:
Patricia Hughes, president; Gail
Carver, vice, president; Sharon
Smith, secretary; and Ruth Ann
Loker. treasurer.
The members will work next
week on favors for the Feb. 14
Valentine party, at which time
mothers ot the members will be
guests.
Other
business
included
a
planned skating party that will
be held Wednesday.
Leaders of the troop are Mrs.
Gertrude Salo and Mrs. Ronald
Sm ith.

Mrs. Marilyn Seavey Sewall now
residing in Milwaukee, VVis., was
the absentee guest of honor at a
stork shower given by Mrs. Gloria
Halligan
and
Mrs.
Christine
Maxey at Mrs. Halligan’s home
on Clarendon street Tuesday eve
ning.
The guests who brought their
gifts unwrapped did them up
daintily and place them in a pink
and blue decorated hanging um
brella.
Buffet lunch was served* from
an attractively decorated table,
the centerpiece, a stork vase filled
with flowers.
Mrs. Sewall received many love
ly gifts.
Those present were: Mrs. Sylvia
Ross, Mrs. Amanda Starr. Mrs.
Carroll Berry,
Mrs. Jeannine
Annis, Mrs. Anne Gustin, Mrs.
Betty Murgita. Mrs. Joan LeGage,
Mrs. Judy Stanbaugh, Miss Peggy
Grispi, Miss June Gardi, Miss
Miss Alice Crie, Miss Peggy
Malloy, Miss Verna Valenta. MisKaren Seavey, Miss Sylvia Treneer, Mrs. Charles Seavey and
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Sewall.
Mr. Sewall took many colored
pictures of the group, table and
decorations to send to Marilyn.

Vinalhaven Child
Hospitalized After

Emergency Trip
A six year old Vinalhaven girl
was rushed the dozen miles across
Penobscot
Bay
to
Rockland
Thursday afternoon for what was
first believed to be an acute at
tack of appendicitis.
The emergency appendectomy
did not materialize for little Carol
Philbrook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Philbrook of Vinal
haven, however as the trouble was
later found to be a kidney ailment
The child was hospitalized at
Knox County General Hospital fol
lowing her arrival in Rockland.
The girl made the emergency
trip in the "Novelty,” a Burnham
and
Morrill Company
fishing
dragger.
Her condition at the hospital
was described as “Very good."

Ml*n Sylvia Annie Miller

South Hope

Warren Selects

Janet Hall As
DAR Good Citizen

HMSlBN

Miss Janet Hall
Janet Hall, a senior at Warren
High School has been selected as
school candidate for the DAR
Good Citizenship Award offered in
1956 by the General Knox Chap
ter DAR of Thomaston.
Miss Hall, serving as editor-inchief of the Warren* High School
year book “The Alewife’’ with
Alton Gammon, is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Llewellyn Payson.
She is rounding out a four year
college course with many extra
curricular activities.
She has been a member of the
Student Council for three years,
holding the office of secretary
]ast year. She was president of
her class during her junior year,
Musical, she is a member of the
Glpe Club for her third year. She
also is a cheerleader for her third
straight year. She has taken part
in the class one act play
for
three years. She was manager of
Ihe magazine drive last fall.

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Miller of School.
JOSIE ROBBINS
Mr. Hart graduated from Cam
Union announce the engagement
Correspondent
den
High
School
in
1955
and
Is
of their daughter. Sylvia Annie,
!
presently serving with the Air
to Airman 3/c David Irving Hart,
Miss Bernice Merrifield has gone
Force at Kessler Air Force Bare
to New Britain, Conn., to visit
son of Mrs. Mariorr Ha it of South Biloxi. Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickard Woodbury.
Hope, and Arthur Hart of Union.
No date has been set for the
Mrs. Susie Hemenway and El
Miss Miller attended Union High wedding.
den Oxton accompanied Mr. and j
Mrs. James Dornan of East j
Union to Rockport, Sunday, to
Stanley Taylor
Lt. H. W. Look, Jr
call on Edward Oxton at the Mae
To Lead Knox
Tells Congo Men's Murray Nursing Home Annex.
Miss Lucretia Pushaw is at the
Red Cross Drive
Assn, of U.S.A.F.
home of her brother and sister-in- West Rockport
law. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pushaw
MRS. MABEL HEALD
The Congregational Men’s Asso
at Rockport.
Correspondent
ciation held its first meeting of
j Mrs. Josie Robbins spent Sun
VINALHAVEN
I the year Thursday evening.
day at Lincolnville with the Car
Mrs. Margaret Andrews and
PATRICIA DUNCAN
A supper of broiled sirloin
i roll Frost family.
Miss Lottie Elwell attended the
Correspondent
steaks, whipped potato and all
Tel. 172
Miss Lori Dickens of Lincoln Knox County Postmasters meet
I the fixings w’ere served by Mr.
ville visited her grandmother. ing in Rockland last week.
and Mrs. Herbert Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. David HamalainMrs. Hazel Hart, Saturday.
Mrs. Phyllis Peterson and son,
President William Karl presidMiss Cheryl Reynolds visited en spent the weekend with Mr.
Alan. have been visiting with her
, ed over the business meeting,
her sister, Miss Jacqueline Rey and Mrs. Clyde Spiller in .Port
then turned the gravel over to
sister Mrs. Seth Hanley, in Rockland.
nolds at Portland Saturday.
land.
chairman of the program commit
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor
Henry Salminen and Charles
tee for the meeting, Harold Look,
The VTI Club met with Mrs. 1
called on Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hudson in company with several
Walter Geary on Thursday ev<
I Sr., w’ho introduced the speaker
others from Knox County were in
Bisbee at Rockland Sunday.
of the evening. Mr. Look seemed
ning. Lunch was served and a
Roberta Swett was honored at Fitchburg, Mas.s last week on
to be in a position to furnish the
social evening enjoyed.
a party at the Grange Hall. Thurs business.
most intimate details in the back
Rockland visitors on Thursday
day night. After many fine gifts
Mrs. Martha Clark and Miss
ground
and
qualifications
of
this
W’ere: Vera Conary, Mina Beggs,
, were opened, the ‘hostess. Frances Mav Fogler have Returned. from
young man, who was none other
Mrs. Haz«-1 Kittredge, Lettie Nel
| Martz, assisted by Marion Hart. a visit with Mrs. Clark’s son
than his son. Harold Look. Jr.
son. Mary Ewell and Elisha
family in Pennsylr
served coffee, sandwiches and Lewis and
Mr. Look told modestly and in
Brown.
vania.
; cake to the 54 guests.
terestingly of his experiences in
Mrs. Charles Mitchell and chil
Mrs. O W Counce and son Alan
the Air Force. He cited condi
dren have returned home from
visited Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Stanley Taylor
tions that affect the every day I BURKETTVILLE
Rockland were they visited with
Harvey in Aati Point Sunday- after
Malcolm Start. Kenneth Demuth,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Guptill.
Named
chairman
of
Knox lives of these men and of the fine
noon.
Aldeverde Robbins and Charles
Renovations are being made County Red Cross Fund Drive morale that exists as a whole.
Tuesday Club met this week
He served as provost marshal Miller attended a budget meetthis week at the A&P store by a . was Stanley Taylor of Rockland, j
with Mrs. Elmer Merrifield. The
crew of men from the mainland. district manager of the New Eng at Foster Air Force Base in south-. ing in Appleton Monday evening, hostess next week will be Mrs.
The school are enjoying the hot
They are guests at the Islander land Telephone and Telegraph east Texas, a.bout 120 miles from
Margaret Andrews.
Company, at a meeting of the ex Huston. He told most interesting- lunches prepared by Mrs. Jack
during their stay in town.
Funeral services for Mrs. Clara
The Non-Eaters met with Mrs. j ecutive board of the county chap ly and humorously of his experi- son very much.
Packard wife of Leslie Packard
enccH
in
the
service
and
as
marMr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Hart
and
Tina Christie on Thursday. The ! ter Thursday evening in Rockland.
were lie Id at the church Tuesday
The drive will be held on March shalfamily of Gardiner were dinner afternoon. Rev. C. W. Small offi
feature of the day was a beautiful
guests of Ruby Hannan Sunday.
birthday cake presented to Mrs. j 11 and w’ill last only one day in a
ciated Mrs. Packard died at the
Mrs. Clyde Hewett, William home of her son. Vesper Packard
Christie in honor of her birthday. • concentrated effort to raise the Union Fair Head
Hewett of Winthrop and Miss Car- in Rockland. Mr. Packard is still
Jan. 24. The cake was presented funds. A clean up week will fol
low.
Vice President of
lene Powell were guests of the a patient at Knox Hospital.
by' Mrs. Robert Rollins and made .
Rockland chairman will be Berlater’s mother, Ruby Hannan, last
by' Mrs. Isabel Osgood. An en- .
4-H Club Girls
State Association
rett Jordan.
week.
joy able day' was passed by all.
The Singing Sewing 4-H Club
Chapter chairman Albert MacRobert Heald of Union was eleeThere will be a meeting at the girls nict at the home of their
The Extension Service met in |
Phail said the county quota was
ted to a second vice presidents I Appleton Community Hall. Feb. 1 leader. Mrs. Helen Lunden, Jan.
the church vestry on Monday eve
not yet known.
ning for their monthly supper.
post in the Maine Association of at A p. m. All people who are in 20. Six members were present
The Home Demonstration Agent.
Agricultural Fairs at the annual terested in the town affairs are also one visitor. Mrs. Hazel Gam
meeting in Portland, held Thurs invited to be present. This meet- mon.
Mrs. Mabel Folsom, was present
' ing is for the purpose of all the
day.
UNION
and the subject was "Food”.
The meeting was opened as
Heald is president of Union i people of the community to get to- usual with flag salute and club
Lester Mills has been working 1 MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correapondent
Fair and attended the all day j gethe.r and discuss the affairs that pledge. Following the business
with George Geary on the milk
Telephone 10-24
Portland meeting in that capacity. 1 wi|l come up in our March town Mrs. Gammon conducted a judg
truck during the absence of Joan
Heald said that the 1956 Union meeting.
The selectmen of the ing contest on "Skirt Hems."
Mitchell. George is now delivering
most of his milk in the waxed
Monday. Jan. 30, at 9 a. m. at Pair would provide many changes ; town will be present to answer all
Later games were played and
cartons much to the delight of the school building a clinic for i in the program including a larger ' questions and assist in any way. candy passed. It was voted to
! many of his customers.
children grade 1 through grade 9 I thrill show and vaudville pro- i We were sorry to hear of the ; hold a skating party some Saturdeath of George Rhodes.
day morning as soon ns possible.
Garrath Oakes arrived home will be held. Polio shots arc to be ! gram.
The King Reed Carnival Show
, Thurday to spend a few days with given by Dr. Arnold Walker and 1
I his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mrs. Ada Ames, R. N., Mrs. Eve- • has been hired for the summer
Oakes.
lyn Hilt, Mrs. Barbara Russell, J affair.
June Thompson has returned to Mrs. Thelma Lonn and Mrs. I
The men who give a civic enter
her home on Matinicus Island af Eleanor McAllister will also asprise the least support are usually
ter spending several months in slat at the clinic.
town at the home of Mrs. Linnie
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald and the ones who do the most kicking.
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Coolt of
Mrs. Bessie Geary, Mrs. Lucy Thomaston attended the Maine
Skoog, and Everett Libby were Fair Association in Portland. Car'
OF
In Rockland Tuesday night to at Spear, Elmer Savage and Willard
tend the Industrial Clinic at the Howard attended Thursday's ses
YOUR CHOICE
Thorndike Hotel. Mrs. Geary. Mrs. sions.
Miss Pammy Jean Gleason is
CAN BE YOURS
Skoog, Mr. Libby and also Am
brose Peterson, all members of visiting her grandparents. Mr.
FOR
the Industrial Committee. me» and Mrs. Thomas Iott in Rock
Overlooking the Fenway
LESS
than
RENT!
with officials from the Burnham land.
and Morrill Industry on Thursday
Nobody has as much trouble as
morning at the Thorndike Hotel.
Ihe fellow who is always standing
Church News
up for his rights.
Sunday morning the pastor. W.
Attractive, comfortable, homelike
S. Stackhouse, will continue his
WILL SUPPLY
rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
series of sermons suggested by
COMPLETE
near Kenmore Square and Boston
FILMS
DEVELOPED
outstanding books. The subject is
MATERIALS, FIXTURES
University. Modern, fireproof
Enlarged
I “High Noon”. Because of the 4
building.
from $6 double
o’clock vesper service there will
For
ex Jumbo Prints
A
I.
be no evening service. It is hoped
Month
Low
In Albums
FAMILY PLAN
there will be a large attendance
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
. Special rates for permanent guests.
‘ at the vesper service.
If this
B Hotel
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
i proves to be a success there can
NO DOWN PAYMENT
Please Remit with Cola
be many more.
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The man who boast that he
stands on his dignity usually has
mighty poor footing.
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